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Classical mechanics is based on the notion that matter consists of persistent particles that can be
reidentified (or tracked) across time. However, the mathematical symmetrization procedures (due
to Dirac and Heisenberg [1, 2], and to Feynman [3]) used to describe identical particles within
the quantum formalism are widely interpreted as implying that identical quantum particles are not
persistent (so that the concept of ‘the same particle’ is not meaningful) or are persistent but not rei-
dentifiable. However, it has not proved possible to rigorously reconcile these interpretations with the
fact that identical particles are routinely assumed to be reidentifiable in particular circumstances—
for example, a track in a bubble chamber is interpreted as a sequence of bubbles generated by one
and the same particle [4–7]. Moreover, these interpretations do not account for the mathematical
form of the symmetrization procedures, leaving open theoretical possibilities other than bosonic and
fermionic behavior, such as paraparticles [8], which however do not appear to be realized in nature.
Here we propose that the quantum mechanical behaviour of identical particles is a manifestation of
a novel kind of complementarity, a complementarity of persistence and nonpersistence. Accordingly,
identical ‘particles’ are neither persistent nor nonpersistent; rather, these terms are to be under-
stood as descriptors of different models of the same experimental data. We prove the viability of
this viewpoint by showing how Feynman’s and Dirac’s symmetrization procedures arise through a
synthesis of a quantum treatment of persistence and nonpersistence models of identical particle-like
events, and by showing how reidentifiability emerges in a context-dependent manner. Finally, by
drawing on a reconstruction of Feynman’s formulation of quantum theory [9], we construct a precise
parallel between the proposed persistence–nonpersistence complementary and Bohr’s wave–particle
complementarity for individual particles, and detail their conceptual similarities and dissimilarities.
I. INTRODUCTION
We ordinarily conceive of the everyday physical world
as consisting of objects that bear properties and that
persist through time. Developed early in life through
our continual sensorimotor interaction with the physical
world, this conception organizes our experience of the
external world into a coherent, predictive model. In par-
ticular, persistence underwrites our ability to say that the
object one is seeing now is the same as a specific object
that one saw elsewhere at an earlier time. In practice,
objects’ gradual motion and slowly-varying characteristic
properties (such as shape and colour) provide the percep-
tual handles that enable their reidentification.
Classical physics incorporates these key notions—
objects, properties, persistence, and reidentifiability—
into its abstract conceptual framework at a fundamen-
tal level. Persistence is reflected in the assumption that
objects can be labelled. Additionally, classical mechan-
ics posits that objects localized to point-like regions of
space—particles—are the fundamental constituents of
matter. Much as in everyday experience, these particles
can be reidentified by continuous tracking of their mo-
tion, and by measurement of their characteristic intrinsic
properties (such as mass and charge). In this framework,
two particles may be entirely identical in their intrin-
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sic properties—a situation that does not arise in every-
day experience—yet remain reidentifiable by their dis-
tinct trajectories.
It is, however, widely accepted that the quantum treat-
ment of assemblies of identical particles brings into ques-
tion the assumptions of persistence and reidentifiability.
This challenge was first brought to light through Bose’s
derivation of Planck’s blackbody radiation formula [10],
in which the calculation of the number of ways in which
a given number of photons can be arranged amongst cells
in phase space only takes into account the number of pho-
tons in each cell. Thus, unlike Boltzmann’s correspond-
ing calculation for gas molecules, no account is taken of
which photon is in which cell.
Bose’s counting procedure admits two quite distinct
interpretations. First, that the photons are not persis-
tent, so that the very notion of ‘which photon is in which
cell’ is meaningless. Second, that the photons, although
persistent, are not reidentifiable by any observer. The
first view was taken by many contemporary physicists.
For example, at the 1927 Solvay Conference, Langevin
suggested that the novel quantum statistics pointed to a
suppression of the ‘individuality of the constituents of the
system’ [11, p. 453]. More pointedly, in his 1950 Dublin
lectures [12], Schroedinger states: “If I observe a particle
here and now, and observe a similar one a moment later
at a place very near the former place, not only cannot
I be sure whether it is ‘the same’, but this statement
has no absolute meaning.” The second view is based on
the symmetrization procedure that was put forward by
Heisenberg and Dirac [1, 2, 13] as a way of incorporat-
2ing Bose’s novel counting procedure and Pauli’s exclusion
principle into the nascent quantum formalism. Accord-
ing to Dirac [14, §54], what is special about identical
particles is that they are ‘indistinguishable’—that is, not
reidentifiable—in the sense that observations provide no
information about which particle is which.
However, both of these interpretations are at odds with
assumptions that are routinely made in the interpretation
of primary experimental data. For example, in an exper-
iment in which we say that electrons are liberated at a
filament, diffracted through a crystal lattice, and then
impact a phosphorescent screen, we presume that each
scintillation on the screen is due to the same electron
that was emitted by the filament, even though there are
many other electrons in the laboratory. The correctness
of the diffraction pattern calculated on the assumption
of persistence demonstrates that the assumption is at
least approximately valid in this instance. Yet, accord-
ing to Dirac’s symmetrization procedure, this electron is
in a symmetrized state with all the other electrons (ir-
respective of its ostensible isolation from them), which
implies that each has the same reduced state, and so is
equally likely to be found at any electron location (see,
for instance, [4–7, 15]). Similarly, the notion of ‘particle
tracks’ (say, in a bubble chamber), which is a prerequi-
site to the processing of primary data in particle physical
experiments, implicitly assumes object persistence—a se-
quence of bubbles is deemed to have been generated by
the same particle, thus constituting a ‘track’—even when
another particle identical to it lies simultaneously in the
detector’s field of view.
Additionally, neither of the above-mentioned interpre-
tations provide a basis for accounting in detail for the
quantum rules employed in the treatment of identical
particles. For example, although the nonpersistence view
naturally accounts for Bose’s photon-counting procedure,
it provides no clue as to the origin of Pauli’s exclusion
principle, which (in a modification of Bose’s procedure)
was implemented by Fermi as a single-occupancy limit
on each phase-space cell [16]. Similarly, although Dirac’s
non-reidentifiability view explains why a system initially
placed in a symmetric or antisymmetric state will re-
main in the same type of state under temporal evolution,
it does not explain why a system cannot be in a non-
symmetric state (specifically, in a linear combination of
symmetric and antisymmetric states) in the first place.
Dirac’s view also leaves open the theoretical possibility
that a system of three or more particles could exhibit so-
called parastatistical behaviour, a possibility for which
no experimental evidence has been found (see [14, §54]
and [8])1. Experimental searches for specific hypothet-
1 In the paper in which he originally addressed the subject, Dirac
gave an argument that purported to derive the fact that a sys-
tem of two identical particles can occupy only symmetric or an-
tisymmetric states [1, §3]. The fact that this argument does
not generalise to three or more particles was pointed out by
ical deviations (‘quons’, for example [21]) from bosonic
and fermionic behavior have been carried out, but no
such deviations have yet been reported (see, for exam-
ple, Refs. [22–24]).
The above considerations suggest that neither inter-
pretation is satisfactory, and that a more thoroughgoing
revision of our conceptual picture is necessary if we are to
pinpoint the essential idea that underlies the behaviour of
identical particles and rigorously account for the empir-
ical success of Dirac’s symmetrization procedure. Now,
as we have noted, identical particles sometimes behave
as if persistent (for example, two electrons moving along
distinct particle ‘tracks’), and sometimes as if nonper-
sistent (as in Bose’s photon-counting procedure). This
suggests that, rather than trying to account for this be-
havioral diversity on the basis of persistence or nonper-
sistence alone, we instead attempt to combine both of
these pictures in a more even-handed way.
In this paper, we develop a novel understanding of
the quantum mechanical treatment of identical particles
along these lines. We adopt an operational approach in
which the raw data consists of identical localized events.
To be concrete, one can think of observing a fixed number
of localized light-flashes of the same colour at successive
Wigner [17, 18]. In apparent reference to this result, Dirac subse-
quently speaks of the restriction to (anti-)symmetrical states as
an empirical fact (“The invariance and permanence of the sym-
metry properties of the states means that for some particular
kind of particle it is quite possible for only symmetrical or only
antisymmetrical states to occur in nature. Whether this is the
case cannot be decided by any general theoretical considerations,
but can be settled only by reference to special experimentally
determined facts about the particles in question.” [13, §62 (p.
201)]). In the third edition (1947) of [13], he adds: “other more
complicated kinds of symmetry are possible mathematically, but
do not apply to any known particles” [19, §54 (p. 211)]. These
difficulties notwithstanding, variants of Dirac’s original (1926)
argument are frequently encountered in textbooks of quantum
theory. As pointed out, for instance, in [8, 20], these arguments
are unsatisfactory in that they make implicit assumptions of an
abstract nature. For example, a common argument is that a
state ψ(x1, x2) of two identical particles must be an eigenstate
of the permutation operator P which describes a ‘swap’ of the
two particles, from which it follows that only symmetric or an-
tisymmetric states are possible. However, it is not clear why
physically realizable states should be restricted to eigenstates
of P (this does not follow from the requirement that expectation
values be the same for the original and permuted state; such a re-
quirement can be satisfied by restricting observables, A, to those
that are permutation invariant, [A,P] = 0, without imposing any
restriction on the allowable states [8]); and, even if such a re-
striction is granted, the argument does not generalise to three or
more particles unless one rules out the possibility of describing
the physical state of a system by means of Hilbert subspaces of
dimension higher than one (admitting this possibility leads to
so-called paraparticles) [8, 17, 18]. Another common argument
is to require that the probability distribution |ψ(x2, x1)|2 asso-
ciated with two ‘swapped’ particles be the same as |ψ(x1, x2)|2,
and to argue that this implies ψ(x2, x1) = eiφψ(x1, x2), and
hence eiφ = ±1, a condition only satisfied by symmetric or an-
tisymmetric states. However, such an argument tacitly assumes
that φ is independent of x1, x2 [20].
3times. At this stage, there are no ‘identical particles’
as such, only identical events. We construct two dis-
tinct models of these events, namely a persistence model
and a nonpersistence model. These differ in whether or
not it is assumed that successive events are generated
by individual persistent entities (‘particles’). We then
show that these models can each be described within the
Feynman formulation of quantum theory and be synthe-
sized to derive the Feynman’s form of the symmetrization
procedure [3]. As we show elsewhere [25, 26] and sum-
marize here, this procedure can be transformed into a
state-based symmetrization procedure which is empiri-
cally adequate yet differs from Dirac’s procedure in form
and meaning, in particular allowing for the natural emer-
gence of reidentifiability in special cases.
We then show that the persistence and nonpersistence
models, and the manner of their synthesis, satisfy the
key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of complementar-
ity. Specifically, we show that these models are mutually
exclusive, but that they can be synthesized to generate an
empirically-adequate predictive model. On this basis, we
propose that the quantal behaviour of identical particles
reflects a complementarity of persistence and nonpersis-
tence, analogous to the way in which the behavior of an
individual electron reflects a complementarity of particle
and wave.
Finally, we exhibit a precise parallel between our pro-
posed persistence–nonpersistence complementarity and
Bohr’s wave–particle complementarity. In particular,
we show that the Feynman amplitude sum rule can be
viewed as a synthesis of the wave and particle models
of elementary constituents of matter in a manner that
formally mirrors the way in which a symmetrization pro-
cedure arises through a synthesis of persistence and non-
persistence models of identical localized events. These
two examples thereby illustrate how complementarity
can be turned into a precise methodology for synthesizing
mutually-exclusive models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we define the concepts of persistence and non-
persistence in an operational manner. In Sec. III, we
outline the derivation of the symmetrization procedure.
In Sec. IV, we describe our complementarity interpreta-
tion of identical particles in light of this derivation, and
establish a detailed parallel with Bohr’s wave–particle
complementarity. We conclude in Sec. V with a discus-
sion of the broader context and some open questions such
as the interpretation of the quantum field theoretic for-
malism in light of our complementarity interpretation of
the quantum mechanical treatment of identical particles.
II. OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Our discussion will be based on the fundamental no-
tions of persistence and nonpersistence. In order to place
these notions on a clear footing, we begin by stepping
back from the familiar theoretical frameworks of clas-
sical and quantum mechanics, and instead adopting an
operational perspective. Such a perspective is helpful
in identifying assumptions that are of limited validity in
physical domains remote from everyday experience, but
that may be too entrenched in our customary patterns of
thought to be clearly and consistently perceived.
1. Position measurements of localized events and
their properties. Consider a situation where a position
measurement, implemented by a fine grid of detectors
that tile a region of space, is performed at discrete
times t1, t2, . . . (see Fig. 1). Here and subsequently, we
restrict consideration to one spatial dimension for sim-
plicity. Suppose that only two detectors fire at each
time. We can speak of each such detection as a localized
event (a ‘flash’). Suppose further that these detectors are
capable not only of registering a localized event, but also
of measuring some additional properties of this event.
For concreteness, we henceforth imagine that there is
just one additional property, namely colour; thus, at each
time, one observes two coloured flashes.
Let us further suppose that observation shows that
these additional properties are conserved, in the sense
that the total number of flashes of each colour seen at
each time is the same. For example, at each time, one
obtains a blue flash and a red flash. If it should be the
case that both of the localized events have the same addi-
tional property values (for example, both the flashes are
blue), we shall say they are identical. That is the situa-
tion that concerns us here. Finally, let us suppose that
the system is isolated. Operationally, this can be estab-
lished by carrying out repeated trials, and showing that
the probability over the locations of the two detections
at t2 are determined by the locations at t1, a condition
we refer to as closure [9].
On the basis of these observations, we say that the
measurements are being performed on a ‘system’, namely
a persistent object that is such that (i) it yields two
localized events at each time ti, and (ii) the property-
values (colours) of these events is conserved.
A. Persistence model
We now construct a model of data in which two iden-
tical localized events are registered at each time. Let us
assume that there exist individual entities that persist in
between these detections, and that these entities can (in-
formally) be said to cause these detections. We shall refer
to these entities as particles on the understanding that
this word describes the localized, particle-like way that
these entities manifest themselves upon detection, rather
than implying anything about their nature between such
detections. We ascribe intrinsic and extrinsic properties
to these particles. The former are the same as the ad-
ditional properties measured of the localized events, and
their values are assumed to be constant. In this case,
the flashes are the same colour, so we say that there are
two particles of the same colour, and we assume that
4persistence model
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observational data
<latexit s ha1_base64="QDXoNx +Jd1iajt3xg8LTKBkC IVM=">AAANC3iclVfd jttEFHb5Le4CW7jszdA 0You62zhbFShtZUqRy gVQpG5bab1dje1xPFp 7HM1Mdje1csEL8Brcg sQV4paH6NvwzYyd2Lsp CEtJxjPn/3znnEk8Lb jSo9GrC2+8+dbb77x7 8T3/0sb7H3y4efmjp6 qayYTtJVVRyecxVazgg u1prgv2fCoZLeOCPYu PvjHnz46ZVLwST/R8y g5KOhE84wnV2DrcvBJ pdqpVVlexYvLY7tKCpF TTxeHmYLQzsg85vwia xSDc9Ozz+PDypVdRWi WzkgmdFFSp/WA01Qc1 lZonBVv40UyxKU2O6IT tYyloydRBbb1YkCF2U pJVEh+hid3tctS0VGp exqAsqc7V2TOzue5sf 6azLw5qLqYzzUTiFGWz guiKmJCQlEuW6GKOBU 0kh60kyamkiUbgelqc pb2tuFz4fvSQwV/Jvo fuH6dMUl3JOlITsajNF wgEO0mqsqQiraMHU76 o6ygu6wirBQwiD7maF nROsEG4IA+qIvXX+ud HJT1iFHnWsM6P8Bspe sxCc0qTBJGPVsuu3s8i noWKi0nB9ncP6qFPSK SYjqvTUZTju75Wdziv jnZvj+tBsFi8eHRt0S Eev5Y4OmJSIN89Jp6lv IxyPbqHrzEZ7EasUIw MxlHGcb7wh09yRmIqy QkvChIzUlbHgIHJDQ4 kn+SaxHNCSU6LjFQZgd 4kCY0ueoOc5DzJCVdA S2nSm1paF6s7fe8lKy zXfnDgTB0EEWxjp1PZ EQmDvsuMask+VdCqZki nAiqmGrAsiuoEEbSmw eYbZiGIqIhgE5TOMSN GCCmRSUfcUn7lD6kgN E15U2D1gphEKiiQDFRU W9KuOniVw33CRDXDD2 Chc+Mpqv2Mayc8ZVBi PQt5JlDRBsAvADJzFO LMpLIeAWxntpAruLyHl MBXoA3QxbKYVKiDvLT V6DBDTOlVhVqj2gjbH 0P3EmBW9PIstK+DsdW 2bntsjFgrNlxCNWYTiJ bVbGreUpZ18DcYBIPB GHTDbwVF50M6lDZ5Al wcBcwmeGy5dCrlTOX0 cl9WLjHCRKYbghsEdWm zlXGp9KpXIEVKM5qSL cWQdYb8X2/08mywO27 VA2tihn44U5GVEBoJx BTE8CGDnBK93Mrnmham GVXSNCgAp5HmKjF6GT a16GQqPUfke/IXh/XC FeKKS5/8N1vdYzRVIs LoJDW8boumx1QkrDnaN mcvQ3/4AxDf7Bn4rvX BJMVC3QZzp1VxjIy3r LtuM9SsnGKLrlW9PN2 OXMEo9ErW2LA8bM0AoH T+b6pXHMFovY9Lir6f 98jWeR9vkt3rZJtsPZ CMo6BuQuj1FgmmITre +whaKweN0yLgbDtUeSU xttDZbANgtv5bprsj8 okT23a3erRze2Hb23Z DswJgYJd4QYeV5sJQr 9i2l3xtuns47Yi/1SNr MHIuXKBb01394eMCSX J+VGXMjV8ZNw3RNs6t 1ujrhGeAjsne/RFBE8 Lrumbc1HVT2VaS1TQYL +3qBvyuDXifNHCTqKH tHpBeHFsyO8D+TyTR5 ZpCciPPtjMbk5RNdR6 FwohbtqYwtl0uCoE2Pe /sM7fvipbpUB2hYaJz OHG49MwkCERqfcxk9R K6Geybm0M3rjsS3BJW 09OORV257tA/1zWfNt BAj2VpSB1kV7ORC8w41 IPCcOuknqCvA7tFoUh H1h2/h82+ZGdAEAR1E 0IX+qZJEyon9qYJJAm Fm7Iy5b3q2pVYNWyjm2 ednq2rIwxurjCWibtK tV0dg9ht2NnXABVXC3 szbseIGT+TKsaoCTXq FCNEwkmMoYiJ1L3Uy6T PNEa8w1zb7Ncxd3jbk sUlPRIVagj2d0fF1z0 MGmNWh3UPbK8PaYfFx dbSGxvckF3eNCszEH0f fwaCs1f/84u98c6XO8 FPtwbhlvtT4F30rnhX vS0v8D73Qu+R99jb8x LvZ+9X7zfv941fNv7Y+ HPjL0f6xoWG52Ov92z 8/Q9d0nKn</latexit ><latexit s ha1_base64="QDXoNx +Jd1iajt3xg8LTKBkC IVM=">AAANC3iclVfd jttEFHb5Le4CW7jszdA 0You62zhbFShtZUqRy gVQpG5bab1dje1xPFp 7HM1Mdje1csEL8Brcg sQV4paH6NvwzYyd2Lsp CEtJxjPn/3znnEk8Lb jSo9GrC2+8+dbb77x7 8T3/0sb7H3y4efmjp6 qayYTtJVVRyecxVazgg u1prgv2fCoZLeOCPYu PvjHnz46ZVLwST/R8y g5KOhE84wnV2DrcvBJ pdqpVVlexYvLY7tKCpF TTxeHmYLQzsg85vwia xSDc9Ozz+PDypVdRWi WzkgmdFFSp/WA01Qc1 lZonBVv40UyxKU2O6IT tYyloydRBbb1YkCF2U pJVEh+hid3tctS0VGp exqAsqc7V2TOzue5sf 6azLw5qLqYzzUTiFGWz guiKmJCQlEuW6GKOBU 0kh60kyamkiUbgelqc pb2tuFz4fvSQwV/Jvo fuH6dMUl3JOlITsajNF wgEO0mqsqQiraMHU76 o6ygu6wirBQwiD7maF nROsEG4IA+qIvXX+ud HJT1iFHnWsM6P8Bspe sxCc0qTBJGPVsuu3s8i noWKi0nB9ncP6qFPSK SYjqvTUZTju75Wdziv jnZvj+tBsFi8eHRt0S Eev5Y4OmJSIN89Jp6lv IxyPbqHrzEZ7EasUIw MxlHGcb7wh09yRmIqy QkvChIzUlbHgIHJDQ4 kn+SaxHNCSU6LjFQZgd 4kCY0ueoOc5DzJCVdA S2nSm1paF6s7fe8lKy zXfnDgTB0EEWxjp1PZ EQmDvsuMask+VdCqZki nAiqmGrAsiuoEEbSmw eYbZiGIqIhgE5TOMSN GCCmRSUfcUn7lD6kgN E15U2D1gphEKiiQDFRU W9KuOniVw33CRDXDD2 Chc+Mpqv2Mayc8ZVBi PQt5JlDRBsAvADJzFO LMpLIeAWxntpAruLyHl MBXoA3QxbKYVKiDvLT V6DBDTOlVhVqj2gjbH 0P3EmBW9PIstK+DsdW 2bntsjFgrNlxCNWYTiJ bVbGreUpZ18DcYBIPB GHTDbwVF50M6lDZ5Al wcBcwmeGy5dCrlTOX0 cl9WLjHCRKYbghsEdWm zlXGp9KpXIEVKM5qSL cWQdYb8X2/08mywO27 VA2tihn44U5GVEBoJx BTE8CGDnBK93Mrnmham GVXSNCgAp5HmKjF6GT a16GQqPUfke/IXh/XC FeKKS5/8N1vdYzRVIs LoJDW8boumx1QkrDnaN mcvQ3/4AxDf7Bn4rvX BJMVC3QZzp1VxjIy3r LtuM9SsnGKLrlW9PN2 OXMEo9ErW2LA8bM0AoH T+b6pXHMFovY9Lir6f 98jWeR9vkt3rZJtsPZ CMo6BuQuj1FgmmITre +whaKweN0yLgbDtUeSU xttDZbANgtv5bprsj8 okT23a3erRze2Hb23Z DswJgYJd4QYeV5sJQr 9i2l3xtuns47Yi/1SNr MHIuXKBb01394eMCSX J+VGXMjV8ZNw3RNs6t 1ujrhGeAjsne/RFBE8 Lrumbc1HVT2VaS1TQYL +3qBvyuDXifNHCTqKH tHpBeHFsyO8D+TyTR5 ZpCciPPtjMbk5RNdR6 FwohbtqYwtl0uCoE2Pe /sM7fvipbpUB2hYaJz OHG49MwkCERqfcxk9R K6Geybm0M3rjsS3BJW 09OORV257tA/1zWfNt BAj2VpSB1kV7ORC8w41 IPCcOuknqCvA7tFoUh H1h2/h82+ZGdAEAR1E 0IX+qZJEyon9qYJJAm Fm7Iy5b3q2pVYNWyjm2 ednq2rIwxurjCWibtK tV0dg9ht2NnXABVXC3 szbseIGT+TKsaoCTXq FCNEwkmMoYiJ1L3Uy6T PNEa8w1zb7Ncxd3jbk sUlPRIVagj2d0fF1z0 MGmNWh3UPbK8PaYfFx dbSGxvckF3eNCszEH0f fwaCs1f/84u98c6XO8 FPtwbhlvtT4F30rnhX vS0v8D73Qu+R99jb8x LvZ+9X7zfv941fNv7Y+ HPjL0f6xoWG52Ov92z 8/Q9d0nKn</latexit ><latexit s ha1_base64="QDXoNx +Jd1iajt3xg8LTKBkC IVM=">AAANC3iclVfd jttEFHb5Le4CW7jszdA 0You62zhbFShtZUqRy gVQpG5bab1dje1xPFp 7HM1Mdje1csEL8Brcg sQV4paH6NvwzYyd2Lsp CEtJxjPn/3znnEk8Lb jSo9GrC2+8+dbb77x7 8T3/0sb7H3y4efmjp6 qayYTtJVVRyecxVazgg u1prgv2fCoZLeOCPYu PvjHnz46ZVLwST/R8y g5KOhE84wnV2DrcvBJ pdqpVVlexYvLY7tKCpF TTxeHmYLQzsg85vwia xSDc9Ozz+PDypVdRWi WzkgmdFFSp/WA01Qc1 lZonBVv40UyxKU2O6IT tYyloydRBbb1YkCF2U pJVEh+hid3tctS0VGp exqAsqc7V2TOzue5sf 6azLw5qLqYzzUTiFGWz guiKmJCQlEuW6GKOBU 0kh60kyamkiUbgelqc pb2tuFz4fvSQwV/Jvo fuH6dMUl3JOlITsajNF wgEO0mqsqQiraMHU76 o6ygu6wirBQwiD7maF nROsEG4IA+qIvXX+ud HJT1iFHnWsM6P8Bspe sxCc0qTBJGPVsuu3s8i noWKi0nB9ncP6qFPSK SYjqvTUZTju75Wdziv jnZvj+tBsFi8eHRt0S Eev5Y4OmJSIN89Jp6lv IxyPbqHrzEZ7EasUIw MxlHGcb7wh09yRmIqy QkvChIzUlbHgIHJDQ4 kn+SaxHNCSU6LjFQZgd 4kCY0ueoOc5DzJCVdA S2nSm1paF6s7fe8lKy zXfnDgTB0EEWxjp1PZ EQmDvsuMask+VdCqZki nAiqmGrAsiuoEEbSmw eYbZiGIqIhgE5TOMSN GCCmRSUfcUn7lD6kgN E15U2D1gphEKiiQDFRU W9KuOniVw33CRDXDD2 Chc+Mpqv2Mayc8ZVBi PQt5JlDRBsAvADJzFO LMpLIeAWxntpAruLyHl MBXoA3QxbKYVKiDvLT V6DBDTOlVhVqj2gjbH 0P3EmBW9PIstK+DsdW 2bntsjFgrNlxCNWYTiJ bVbGreUpZ18DcYBIPB GHTDbwVF50M6lDZ5Al wcBcwmeGy5dCrlTOX0 cl9WLjHCRKYbghsEdWm zlXGp9KpXIEVKM5qSL cWQdYb8X2/08mywO27 VA2tihn44U5GVEBoJx BTE8CGDnBK93Mrnmham GVXSNCgAp5HmKjF6GT a16GQqPUfke/IXh/XC FeKKS5/8N1vdYzRVIs LoJDW8boumx1QkrDnaN mcvQ3/4AxDf7Bn4rvX BJMVC3QZzp1VxjIy3r LtuM9SsnGKLrlW9PN2 OXMEo9ErW2LA8bM0AoH T+b6pXHMFovY9Lir6f 98jWeR9vkt3rZJtsPZ CMo6BuQuj1FgmmITre +whaKweN0yLgbDtUeSU xttDZbANgtv5bprsj8 okT23a3erRze2Hb23Z DswJgYJd4QYeV5sJQr 9i2l3xtuns47Yi/1SNr MHIuXKBb01394eMCSX J+VGXMjV8ZNw3RNs6t 1ujrhGeAjsne/RFBE8 Lrumbc1HVT2VaS1TQYL +3qBvyuDXifNHCTqKH tHpBeHFsyO8D+TyTR5 ZpCciPPtjMbk5RNdR6 FwohbtqYwtl0uCoE2Pe /sM7fvipbpUB2hYaJz OHG49MwkCERqfcxk9R K6Geybm0M3rjsS3BJW 09OORV257tA/1zWfNt BAj2VpSB1kV7ORC8w41 IPCcOuknqCvA7tFoUh H1h2/h82+ZGdAEAR1E 0IX+qZJEyon9qYJJAm Fm7Iy5b3q2pVYNWyjm2 ednq2rIwxurjCWibtK tV0dg9ht2NnXABVXC3 szbseIGT+TKsaoCTXq FCNEwkmMoYiJ1L3Uy6T PNEa8w1zb7Ncxd3jbk sUlPRIVagj2d0fF1z0 MGmNWh3UPbK8PaYfFx dbSGxvckF3eNCszEH0f fwaCs1f/84u98c6XO8 FPtwbhlvtT4F30rnhX vS0v8D73Qu+R99jb8x LvZ+9X7zfv941fNv7Y+ HPjL0f6xoWG52Ov92z 8/Q9d0nKn</latexit ><latexit s ha1_base64="ShEvIg 8JCXTHMnI1YDZPZ67C oak=">AAANC3iclVfd jttEFHb5Le4CLVz2Zmg asYu62zhbFShtZUqRy gVQpG5bab1dje1xPFp 7JvJMdje1csEL8Brcg sQV4paH6NvwzYyd2Lsp CEtJxjPn/3znnEk8Lb jSo9GrC2+8+dbb77x7 8T3/0sb7H3x4+cpHT5 WcVQnbS2Qhq+cxVazgg u1prgv2fFoxWsYFexY ffWPOnx2zSnEpnuj5l B2UdCJ4xhOqsXV4+Wq k2alWWS1jxapju0sLkl JNF4eXB6OdkX3I+UXQ LAZe8zw+vHLpVZTKZF YyoZOCKrUfjKb6oKaV 5knBFn40U2xKkyM6Yft YCloydVBbLxZkiJ2UZ LLCR2hid7scNS2Vmpc xKEuqc3X2zGyuO9uf6 eyLg5qL6UwzkThF2awg WhITEpLyiiW6mGNBk4 rDVpLktKKJRuB6Wpyl va24XPh+9JDB34p9D9 0/TllFtazqSE3EojZfI BDsJJFlSUVaRw+mfFH XUVzWEVYLGEQecjUt6 Jxgg3BBHsgi9df650c lPWIUedawzo/wGyl6z EJzSpMEkY9Wy67ezyKe hYqLScH2dw/qoU9IpJ iO5ekoyvFdX687nNdG u7fH9SBYLF48ur7oEI 9fSxwdsUog3z0mnqW8j HI9uoevMRnsRqxQjAz GUcZxvvCHT3JGYlqRE 14UJGaklMeAgckNDio +yTWJ54SSnBYZkRmB3i QJjS56g5zkPMkJV0BL adKbWloXqzt97ytWWK 794MCZOggi2MZOp1VH JAz6LjOqK/apglY1Qzo VUDHVgGVRyBNE0JoGm 2+YhSBCEsEmKJ1jRow QUiKTjril/MofUkFom vKmwOoFMYlUUFAxUFFt Sbvq4FUO9wkTcoYfwE LnxlNU+xnXTnjKoMR6 FvJMoKINgF8AZOYoxJ lJZT0C2M5sIVdweQ8pg a9AG6CLZTGRqIO8tNX oMENM6clCrVFthO2Po XsJMCt6eRba18HYalu 3PTZGrBUbLqEaswlEV3 I2NW8pyzr4GwyCwWAM uuG3gqLzIR1KmzwBLo 4CZhM8tlw6lXKmcnq5 L6VLjDCR6YbgBkFd2mx lvFJ61SuQIqUZTcmmY sg6Q/63Gr08G+yOW/X AmpihH85UZCWERgIxB TF8yCCnRC+38rmmhWlG sjINCsBppLlKjF6GTS 06mUrPEfme/MVhvXCF uOLSJ//NVvcYTZWIMD pJDa/boukxFQlrjrbN2 cvQH/4AxDd7Br5rfTB JsVC3wdxpVRwj4y3rr tsMNSun2KJrVS9PtyN XMAq9kjU2LA9bMwAonf +b6hVHMFrv45Ki7+c9 snnex5tkd4tsk80HFe MoqJsQutUiwTREx3sf QWvloHFaBJxthyqXFcY WOpttAMzWf8t0d0Q+c WLb7laPdm4vbHvbbmh WAAzsEi/osJW5MNQrt u0lX5vuHk474m/1yBqM nAsX6NZ0V3/4uECSnB +yjLnxK+OmIdrGudka vUV4BuiY7N0fETQhvK 5rxk1dN5VtJVlNg/HSr m7A79qA90kDN4ka2u4 B6cWxJbMD7P9EEl2uK SQ38mw7szFJ2VTnUSi MuGVrCmPb5aIQaNPzzj 5z+65omQ7VERomOocT h0vPrAKBSK2PWSVfQj eDfXNz6MZ1R4Jbwmp6 2rGoK9cd+ue65tMGGu ixLA2pg+xqNnKBGYd6U BhundQT9HVgtygU6ci 64/ew2ZfsDAiCoG5C6 ELfNGlCq4m9aQJJQuG mrEx5r7q2FKuGbXTzrN OztTzC4OYKY5m4q1Tb 1TGI3YadfQ1QcbWwN+ N2jJjxM5ExRk2oUacY IRWcxBiKmEjdS71M+kx jxDvMtc1+HXOHty1ZX NIjIVFDsL87Kr7uYdA Yszqse2B7fUg7LC62l t7Y4Ibs8qYpzUD0ffwZ CM5e/c8v9sY7X+4EP9 0ahJvNv4KL3lXvmrfp Bd7nXug98h57e17i/e z96v3m/b7xy8YfG39u/ OVI37jQ8Hzs9Z6Nv/8 BfrZyVw==</latexit >
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FIG. 1: Event detections and the persistence model. Left:
Two localized events are detected at the successive times in
one spatial dimension. The measurements at time t1 and t2
yield outcomes `1, `2 and m1,m2, respectively, with the la-
belling convention that the left-most locations are `1 and m1.
An additional property—‘colour’ in our example—of each
event is measured, according to which the events are said to
be nonidentical or identical. In the example here, the events
are identical, illustrated by the two filled circles at each time.
The set of these additional properties at each time is con-
served, illustrated here by there being two filled circles at
each time. Right: A persistence model of the data posits that
two persistent entities (‘particles’) are responsible for these
detections. Each particle is ascribed colour as an intrinsic
property, whose value is constant. In the example here, the
particles are the same colour, and are thus identical. On this
model, one can say either that the same particle is responsi-
ble for detections `1 and m1 (proposition A) or that the same
particle is responsible for `1 and m2 (proposition B).
the colour of each particle is constant. As the colours
of two particles are the same, we shall say that they are
identical.
On the basis of this persistence model, one can now
meaningfully say that same particle is responsible for
detections at two different times. Suppose that events
are detected at locations `1 and `2 at time t1, and at m1
and m2 at t2. Here we adopt the labelling convention
that `1,m1 are the left-most locations at each time. Ac-
cording to the persistence model, even though the two
events at each time are identical, one can say that one or
the other of the following propositions is true:
A = ‘the same particle is responsible for the de-
tection `1 at t1 and the detection at m1 at t2,’
or
B = ‘the same particle is responsible for the de-
tection `1 at t1 and the detection at m2 at t2.’
2. Reidentifiability. If it is possible for an observer
to determine which of the above propositions is true, we
shall say that it is possible to reidentify each particle (see
Fig. 2). That is, reidentification is the observational
counterpart of the theoretical notion of persistence. As
or (only)
FIG. 2: Reidentification of identical particles. Two identical
localized events are detected at successive times. A persis-
tence model of the data posits that two identical persistent
entities (‘particles’) are responsible for these detections. Rei-
dentification may or may not be possible, depending upon
whether additional assumptions can be made about the na-
ture of the particles. Left: As the events are identical (same
colours), reidentification is not possible on the basis of mea-
surement of their intrinsic properties (colours) given only ob-
servations at t1 and t2. Right: If one has numerous obser-
vations between times t1 and t2, and if further modelling as-
sumptions are made (that the particles move continuously
and are undisturbed by measurement), then approximate rei-
dentification is possible. In the idealized limit of an observer
capable of observation of arbitrarily precision at arbitrarily
high frequency (as presumed in classical mechanics), perfect
reidentification is possible.
the particles are identical (same colour), reidentification
on the basis of measurement of their intrinsic properties
is impossible, so that the possibility of reidentification
will hinge upon additional theoretical and operational
considerations.
In particular, if one makes the additional theoretical
assumption that particle motion is continuous, and fur-
ther assume that it is possible for an observer to make
non-disturbing position measurements of arbitrary pre-
cision at arbitrarily high frequency, then reidentifica-
tion (at arbitrarily high confidence level) of identical par-
ticles is possible on the basis of the measurement records.
3. Persistence grounds particle labels. If persistence
is assumed, then either proposition A or B, as given
above, is true. This provides the basis for particle la-
belling. Specifically, let us label ‘1’ the particle that
was at `1 at t1, and label the other particle ‘2’. Then,
the configuration of the system at t1 is given by the or-
dered pair (`1, `2), and the configuration at time t2 is
either (m1,m2) or (m2,m1). Each of the latter two or-
dered pairs thus reflects not only the observed particle
5positions at t2, but also—as a result of the theoretical
assumption of persistence—some information about the
observed positions at the earlier (reference) time, t1. For
example, the configuration (m1,m2) specifies not only
the information that there are two identical particles at
locations m1 and m2 (which is what is observed at t2),
but also that the particle that is now at m1 was earlier
at `1.
To say that reidentification is, in principle, possible,
means that there exists an observer who can determine
which of these configurations—(m1,m2) or (m2,m1)—is
in fact the case. But, for an observer who is not capable
of reidentification, there is a gap between the theoretical
level of description of the system—the configuration—
and the information available to that observer. For ex-
ample, at t2, the theoretical description might be the
configuration (m1,m2), but the observer would be inca-
pable of distinguishing this from (m2,m1).
4. Connection to Classical Mechanics. In classical
mechanics, persistence is assumed, and an ideal observer
is capable of reidentifying identical particles (provided
they cannot coincide) by tracking their continuous trajec-
tories with arbitrary precision but without causing dis-
turbance. Therefore, the theoretical and observational
descriptions coincide in the configuration (r1, r2) of two
particles.
B. Nonpersistence Model
We can, however, construct a second model—a nonper-
sistence model—of the identical localized events in which
one does not presume that there are individual persistent
entities that underlie the individual localized detections.
Rather, the two localized events at each time are regarded
as a manifestation of a single abstract ‘system’ that per-
sists. One is thus left with the bare data of localized
events {`1, `2} at t1 and {m1,m2} at t2. Repeated trials
of the experiment would yield a conditional probability
distribution Pr ({m1,m2} | {`1, `2}).
In such a model, the only persistent object is an
abstract ‘system’ which yields two localized detection
events at each measurement time. As this object is not
analyzed into two separate persistent objects, the fun-
damental techniques that one ordinarily employs in con-
structing particle-based models are unavailable. For in-
stance, in classical mechanics, one can start by positing
that individual objects move uniformly if isolated, and
then build up a model of a system of how two such ob-
jects interact with one another by imposing constraints in
the form of conservation laws; but such a model-building
strategy hinges on an analysis of the system into per-
sistent individuals which is unavailable in the nonpersis-
tence model.
III. DERIVATION OF A SYMMETRIZATION
PROCEDURE
As indicated in the Introduction, the quantum treat-
ment of identical particles brings the assumption of per-
sistence into question. Without the assumption that
identical localized events are underpinned by individual
persistent entities, the possibility of creating a model of
the events based on analysis into persistent entities is
blocked.
On the other hand, we have observational evidence
that persistence is at least approximately valid in certain
situations, for example in the case of identical localized
events in a bubble chamber. In order to construct a pre-
dictive model, we incorporate both of these pieces of ob-
servational evidence by formulating two models of these
events—one that assumes non-persistence and the other
that assumes persistence—and then posit a connection
between them.
A. Synthesis of Persistence and Nonpersistence
To be specific, consider again the above experiment
involving position measurements at times t1 and t2. We
now construct two theoretical models of this situation
within the Feynman quantum formalism (see Fig. 3). In
the persistence model, irrespective of whether or not rei-
dentification is possible, we can say that either one or
the other transition connects the observed data—a direct
transition, where the particle that was at `1 at t1 is found
at m1 at t2; or an indirect transition from `1 to m2. Let
us denote the amplitudes of these transitions α12 and α21,
respectively.
The second model, the nonpersistence model, does not
presume that there are persistent entities that underlie
the observed localized detections. Accordingly, the only
amplitude that one can associate with the given data in
this model is the transition amplitude, α, from the ini-
tial data {`1, `2} at t1 to the final data {m1,m2} at t2.
The connection between these two models takes the form
of the operational indistinguishability postulate (OIP),
which posits that the amplitudes in the persistence model
determine the amplitude in the nonpersistence model. In
the case of measurements at two successive times under
consideration here,
α = H(α12, α21), (1)
where H is an unknown continuous complex-valued func-
tion to be determined.
The OIP also applies to the case where one has obser-
vations at three successive times, t1, t2 and t3. In that
case, the persistence model has two possible transitions
between times t1 and t2, and two possible transitions be-
tween times t2 and t3, so that there are four possible
transitions overall from times t1 to t3 via t2. Let the
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persistence model
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nonpersistence model
<latexit sha1_base64 ="QcrUFTuEwIx1aCMHuyqBO0QwEbg=">AAANDXic lVfdbtxEFHb5LW6AFC4R0tDtihQ16XpTFShtZUq RygVQpKatFKfR2B7vjmLPrDyzSbaWr3gBXoNbkLh C3PIMfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMeJZzlXej R6eeG119948623L77jX9p49733Ny9/8ETJeZmwv UTmsnwWU8VyLtie5jpnz2Ylo0Wcs6fx0Tfm/OkxK xWX4rFezNhBQSeCZzyhGluHmx9Hmp1qlVVCipmR U5qJhJFCpiyvDzcHo52R/ZDzi6BZDMJNz34eHV6+ 9DJKZTIvmNBJTpXaD0YzfVDRUvMkZ7UfzRWb0eS ITtg+loIWTB1UNo6aDLGTkkyW+BOa2N3ujYoWSi2 KGJIF1VN19sxsrjvbn+vsi4OKi9ncROcMZfOcaE lMUkjKS5bofIEFTUoOX0kypSVNNFLSs+I87W3FRe 370QOGeEv2PWz/iERSLcsqUhNRV+YLAoKdJLIoq Eir6P6M11UVxUUVYVXDIfKAq1lOFwQbhAtyX+apv zY+PyroEaOotIZ3foTfSNFjFppTmiTIfLRadu1+ FvEsVFxMcra/e1ANfUIixXQsT0fRFN/V1apz88p o99a4GgR1/fzh1bojPH6lcHTESoF69y7xLOVFNNW ju/gak8FuxHLFyGAcZRzntT98PGUkpiU54XlOYo O9Y8DA1AYHJZ9MNYkXhJIpzTMiMwK7SRIaW/Q6OZ nyZEq4AloKU97Uyrpc3e5HX7Lc3toPDpyrgyCCb +x0VnZUwqHvMmO6ZJ8qWFVz0xdAxUwDlnkuT5BB6 xp8vm4WgghJBJugpY4ZMUpIgUo64VbyK39IBaFp yk3j0ZxUNTGFVDBQMkhRbUW75hDVFOETJuQcP4CF nppI0e9nQjvhKYMRG1nIM4GeNgB+DpCZoxBnppT VCGA7s4VaIeQ9lASxAm2ALpb5RKIPpoXtRocZYlp P5mqNaaNsfwzbS4BZ1cuz0D4Oxtbauu2xcWKt2n AJ1ZhNoLqU85l5SlnWwd9gEAwGY8gNvxUU3IdyK G3qBLg4CbhN8LHt0umUM53Tq30hXWGEyUw3BdcJ+ tJWK+Ol0iuuQInAnzQlW4qh6gz1v9bY5dlgd9ya B9bEHHw4V5HVEBoNxDTE8AGDngJsbvVzTXNDRrI0 BAXgNNpcJ0YvwqYXnU6lF8h8T399WNWuEVe39Ml /X6t6F02XiDA6Sc1dt0XTY4pB0Rxtm7MXoT/8AYh v9gx818ZgimKhbpO505o4RsXbq7tuM9SsmGGLrj W9PN2OXMMocCVrfFgetm4AUHr6b6ZXN4LR+hiXEv 0475Kt8zHeILvXyDbZul8yjoa6AaXXWiQYQnR37 yFprR4Qp0XAWTpUU1libIHZLAEw2//tpTsj8olT 27JbNdq5VVt6225kVgAM7BIPYNjSvDJUq2vby3tt uXs47ai/2RNrMHIuXZBbw67+8FGOIrk4ZBFzE1f GDSFa4txqnb5GeAbomOrdGxGQEB7XkXHT101nW03 W0mC89Kub8Ds24X3RwE2iRrZ7QHp5bMXsAPs/mQ TLNY3kRp6lM5uTlM30NAqFUbekpjC2LBeFQJtedP aZ23dNy3SojkCYYA6nDi898xICIrUxZqV8AdsM/ i3MoRvXHQ1uCa/pacejrl536J9jzScNNMCxLA2pg +xqNnKBGYd+UBhundIT8Dqwm+eKdHTd9nvY7Gt2 DgRBUDUpdKlvSJrQcmLfNIEkYd5clWnvFWtLsSJ sY5tnHc7W8giDmyuMZeJepVpWxyB2G3b2NUDFq4V 9Y27HiBk/Exlj1IQafYoRUiJIjKGIidQ9VMuizz VGvMNcS/brLnfuti2L1/RISPQQ/O+Oiq97GDTOrA 6rHthendLOFZdbK298cEN2+aYpzUD0ffwzEJx99 T+/2BvvfLkT/HRzEG65fwq8i95H3hVvywu8z73Qe +g98va8xPvZ+9X7zft945eNPzb+3PjLib52obnz odf7bPz9D4Bnc6k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="QcrUFTuEwIx1aCMHuyqBO0QwEbg=">AAANDXic lVfdbtxEFHb5LW6AFC4R0tDtihQ16XpTFShtZUq RygVQpKatFKfR2B7vjmLPrDyzSbaWr3gBXoNbkLh C3PIMfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMeJZzlXej R6eeG119948623L77jX9p49733Ny9/8ETJeZmwv UTmsnwWU8VyLtie5jpnz2Ylo0Wcs6fx0Tfm/OkxK xWX4rFezNhBQSeCZzyhGluHmx9Hmp1qlVVCipmR U5qJhJFCpiyvDzcHo52R/ZDzi6BZDMJNz34eHV6+ 9DJKZTIvmNBJTpXaD0YzfVDRUvMkZ7UfzRWb0eS ITtg+loIWTB1UNo6aDLGTkkyW+BOa2N3ujYoWSi2 KGJIF1VN19sxsrjvbn+vsi4OKi9ncROcMZfOcaE lMUkjKS5bofIEFTUoOX0kypSVNNFLSs+I87W3FRe 370QOGeEv2PWz/iERSLcsqUhNRV+YLAoKdJLIoq Eir6P6M11UVxUUVYVXDIfKAq1lOFwQbhAtyX+apv zY+PyroEaOotIZ3foTfSNFjFppTmiTIfLRadu1+ FvEsVFxMcra/e1ANfUIixXQsT0fRFN/V1apz88p o99a4GgR1/fzh1bojPH6lcHTESoF69y7xLOVFNNW ju/gak8FuxHLFyGAcZRzntT98PGUkpiU54XlOYo O9Y8DA1AYHJZ9MNYkXhJIpzTMiMwK7SRIaW/Q6OZ nyZEq4AloKU97Uyrpc3e5HX7Lc3toPDpyrgyCCb +x0VnZUwqHvMmO6ZJ8qWFVz0xdAxUwDlnkuT5BB6 xp8vm4WgghJBJugpY4ZMUpIgUo64VbyK39IBaFp yk3j0ZxUNTGFVDBQMkhRbUW75hDVFOETJuQcP4CF nppI0e9nQjvhKYMRG1nIM4GeNgB+DpCZoxBnppT VCGA7s4VaIeQ9lASxAm2ALpb5RKIPpoXtRocZYlp P5mqNaaNsfwzbS4BZ1cuz0D4Oxtbauu2xcWKt2n AJ1ZhNoLqU85l5SlnWwd9gEAwGY8gNvxUU3IdyK G3qBLg4CbhN8LHt0umUM53Tq30hXWGEyUw3BdcJ+ tJWK+Ol0iuuQInAnzQlW4qh6gz1v9bY5dlgd9ya B9bEHHw4V5HVEBoNxDTE8AGDngJsbvVzTXNDRrI0 BAXgNNpcJ0YvwqYXnU6lF8h8T399WNWuEVe39Ml /X6t6F02XiDA6Sc1dt0XTY4pB0Rxtm7MXoT/8AYh v9gx818ZgimKhbpO505o4RsXbq7tuM9SsmGGLrj W9PN2OXMMocCVrfFgetm4AUHr6b6ZXN4LR+hiXEv 0475Kt8zHeILvXyDbZul8yjoa6AaXXWiQYQnR37 yFprR4Qp0XAWTpUU1libIHZLAEw2//tpTsj8olT 27JbNdq5VVt6225kVgAM7BIPYNjSvDJUq2vby3tt uXs47ai/2RNrMHIuXZBbw67+8FGOIrk4ZBFzE1f GDSFa4txqnb5GeAbomOrdGxGQEB7XkXHT101nW03 W0mC89Kub8Ds24X3RwE2iRrZ7QHp5bMXsAPs/mQ TLNY3kRp6lM5uTlM30NAqFUbekpjC2LBeFQJtedP aZ23dNy3SojkCYYA6nDi898xICIrUxZqV8AdsM/ i3MoRvXHQ1uCa/pacejrl536J9jzScNNMCxLA2pg +xqNnKBGYd+UBhundIT8Dqwm+eKdHTd9nvY7Gt2 DgRBUDUpdKlvSJrQcmLfNIEkYd5clWnvFWtLsSJ sY5tnHc7W8giDmyuMZeJepVpWxyB2G3b2NUDFq4V 9Y27HiBk/Exlj1IQafYoRUiJIjKGIidQ9VMuizz VGvMNcS/brLnfuti2L1/RISPQQ/O+Oiq97GDTOrA 6rHthendLOFZdbK298cEN2+aYpzUD0ffwzEJx99 T+/2BvvfLkT/HRzEG65fwq8i95H3hVvywu8z73Qe +g98va8xPvZ+9X7zft945eNPzb+3PjLib52obnz odf7bPz9D4Bnc6k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="QcrUFTuEwIx1aCMHuyqBO0QwEbg=">AAANDXic lVfdbtxEFHb5LW6AFC4R0tDtihQ16XpTFShtZUq RygVQpKatFKfR2B7vjmLPrDyzSbaWr3gBXoNbkLh C3PIMfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMeJZzlXej R6eeG119948623L77jX9p49733Ny9/8ETJeZmwv UTmsnwWU8VyLtie5jpnz2Ylo0Wcs6fx0Tfm/OkxK xWX4rFezNhBQSeCZzyhGluHmx9Hmp1qlVVCipmR U5qJhJFCpiyvDzcHo52R/ZDzi6BZDMJNz34eHV6+ 9DJKZTIvmNBJTpXaD0YzfVDRUvMkZ7UfzRWb0eS ITtg+loIWTB1UNo6aDLGTkkyW+BOa2N3ujYoWSi2 KGJIF1VN19sxsrjvbn+vsi4OKi9ncROcMZfOcaE lMUkjKS5bofIEFTUoOX0kypSVNNFLSs+I87W3FRe 370QOGeEv2PWz/iERSLcsqUhNRV+YLAoKdJLIoq Eir6P6M11UVxUUVYVXDIfKAq1lOFwQbhAtyX+apv zY+PyroEaOotIZ3foTfSNFjFppTmiTIfLRadu1+ FvEsVFxMcra/e1ANfUIixXQsT0fRFN/V1apz88p o99a4GgR1/fzh1bojPH6lcHTESoF69y7xLOVFNNW ju/gak8FuxHLFyGAcZRzntT98PGUkpiU54XlOYo O9Y8DA1AYHJZ9MNYkXhJIpzTMiMwK7SRIaW/Q6OZ nyZEq4AloKU97Uyrpc3e5HX7Lc3toPDpyrgyCCb +x0VnZUwqHvMmO6ZJ8qWFVz0xdAxUwDlnkuT5BB6 xp8vm4WgghJBJugpY4ZMUpIgUo64VbyK39IBaFp yk3j0ZxUNTGFVDBQMkhRbUW75hDVFOETJuQcP4CF nppI0e9nQjvhKYMRG1nIM4GeNgB+DpCZoxBnppT VCGA7s4VaIeQ9lASxAm2ALpb5RKIPpoXtRocZYlp P5mqNaaNsfwzbS4BZ1cuz0D4Oxtbauu2xcWKt2n AJ1ZhNoLqU85l5SlnWwd9gEAwGY8gNvxUU3IdyK G3qBLg4CbhN8LHt0umUM53Tq30hXWGEyUw3BdcJ+ tJWK+Ol0iuuQInAnzQlW4qh6gz1v9bY5dlgd9ya B9bEHHw4V5HVEBoNxDTE8AGDngJsbvVzTXNDRrI0 BAXgNNpcJ0YvwqYXnU6lF8h8T399WNWuEVe39Ml /X6t6F02XiDA6Sc1dt0XTY4pB0Rxtm7MXoT/8AYh v9gx818ZgimKhbpO505o4RsXbq7tuM9SsmGGLrj W9PN2OXMMocCVrfFgetm4AUHr6b6ZXN4LR+hiXEv 0475Kt8zHeILvXyDbZul8yjoa6AaXXWiQYQnR37 yFprR4Qp0XAWTpUU1libIHZLAEw2//tpTsj8olT 27JbNdq5VVt6225kVgAM7BIPYNjSvDJUq2vby3tt uXs47ai/2RNrMHIuXZBbw67+8FGOIrk4ZBFzE1f GDSFa4txqnb5GeAbomOrdGxGQEB7XkXHT101nW03 W0mC89Kub8Ds24X3RwE2iRrZ7QHp5bMXsAPs/mQ TLNY3kRp6lM5uTlM30NAqFUbekpjC2LBeFQJtedP aZ23dNy3SojkCYYA6nDi898xICIrUxZqV8AdsM/ i3MoRvXHQ1uCa/pacejrl536J9jzScNNMCxLA2pg +xqNnKBGYd+UBhundIT8Dqwm+eKdHTd9nvY7Gt2 DgRBUDUpdKlvSJrQcmLfNIEkYd5clWnvFWtLsSJ sY5tnHc7W8giDmyuMZeJepVpWxyB2G3b2NUDFq4V 9Y27HiBk/Exlj1IQafYoRUiJIjKGIidQ9VMuizz VGvMNcS/brLnfuti2L1/RISPQQ/O+Oiq97GDTOrA 6rHthendLOFZdbK298cEN2+aYpzUD0ffwzEJx99 T+/2BvvfLkT/HRzEG65fwq8i95H3hVvywu8z73Qe +g98va8xPvZ+9X7zft945eNPzb+3PjLib52obnz odf7bPz9D4Bnc6k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="nauqv9hwnTJQxWH8nWAe2TZ5kak=">AAANDXic lVfdbtxEFHb5LW6AFi4R0tDtigQ16XpTFShtZUq RygVQpKatFKfR2B7vjmLPrDyzSbaWr3gBXoNbkLh C3PIMfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMeJZzlXej R6eeG119948623L77jX9p49733L1/54ImS8zJhe 4nMZfksporlXLA9zXXOns1KRos4Z0/jo2/M+dNjV iouxWO9mLGDgk4Ez3hCNbYOL38caXaqVVYJKWZG TmkmEkYKmbK8Prw8GO2M7IecXwTNYuA1n0eHVy69 jFKZzAsmdJJTpfaD0UwfVLTUPMlZ7UdzxWY0OaI Tto+loAVTB5WNoyZD7KQkkyX+hCZ2t3ujooVSiyK GZEH1VJ09M5vrzvbnOvvioOJiNjfROUPZPCdaEp MUkvKSJTpfYEGTksNXkkxpSRONlPSsOE97W3FR+3 70gCHekn0P2z8ikVTLsorURNSV+YKAYCeJLAoq0 iq6P+N1VUVxUUVY1XCIPOBqltMFwQbhgtyXeeqvj c+PCnrEKCqt4Z0f4TdS9JiF5pQmCTIfrZZdu59F PAsVF5Oc7e8eVEOfkEgxHcvTUTTFd3Wt6ty8Otq 9Na4GQV0/f3it7giPXykcHbFSoN69SzxLeRFN9eg uvsZksBuxXDEyGEcZx3ntDx9PGYlpSU54npPYYO 8YMDC1wUHJJ1NN4gWhZErzjMiMwG6ShMYWvU5Opj yZEq6AlsKUN7WyLle3+9GXLLe39oMD5+ogiOAbO 52VHZVw6LvMmC7ZpwpW1dz0BVAx04BlnssTZNC6B p+vm4UgQhLBJmipY0aMElKgkk64lfzKH1JBaJpy 03g0J1VNTCEVDJQMUlRb0a45RDVF+IQJOccPYKGn JlL0+5nQTnjKYMRGFvJMoKcNgJ8DZOYoxJkpZTU C2M5soVYIeQ8lQaxAG6CLZT6R6INpYbvRYYaY1pO 5WmPaKNsfw/YSYFb18iy0j4OxtbZue2ycWKs2XE I1ZhOoLuV8Zp5SlnXwNxgEg8EYcsNvBQX3oRxKm zoBLk4CbhN8bLt0OuVM5/RqX0hXGGEy003BdYK+t NXKeKn0iitQIvAnTcmmYqg6Q/23Grs8G+yOW/PA mpiDD+cqshpCo4GYhhg+YNBTgM2tfq5pbshIloag AJxGm+vE6EXY9KLTqfQCme/prw+r2jXi6pY++e9 rVe+i6RIRRiepueu2aHpMMSiao21z9iL0hz8A8c2 ege/aGExRLNRtMndaE8eoeHt1122GmhUzbNG1pp en25FrGAWuZI0Py8PWDQBKT//N9OpGMFof41KiH+ ddsnk+xhtkd4tsk837JeNoqBtQutUiwRCiu3sPS Wv1gDgtAs7SoZrKEmMLzGYJgNn+by/dGZFPnNqW 3arRzq3a0tt2I7MCYGCXeADDluaVoVpd217ea8vd w2lH/c2eWIORc+mC3Bp29YePchTJxSGLmJu4Mm4 I0RLnZuv0FuEZoGOqd29EQEJ4XEfGTV83nW01WUu D8dKvbsLv2IT3RQM3iRrZ7gHp5bEVswPs/2QSLN c0kht5ls5sTlI209MoFEbdkprC2LJcFAJtetHZZ2 7fNS3ToToCYYI5nDq89MxLCIjUxpiV8gVsM/i3M IduXHc0uCW8pqcdj7p63aF/jjWfNNAAx7I0pA6yq 9nIBWYc+kFhuHVKT8DrwG6eK9LRddvvYbOv2TkQ BEHVpNClviFpQsuJfdMEkoR5c1WmvVesLcWKsI1 tnnU4W8sjDG6uMJaJe5VqWR2D2G3Y2dcAFa8W9o2 5HSNm/ExkjFETavQpRkiJIDGGIiZS91Atiz7XGP EOcy3Zr7vcudu2LF7TIyHRQ/C/Oyq+7mHQOLM6rH pge3VKO1dcbq288cEN2eWbpjQD0ffxz0Bw9tX// GJvvPPlTvDTzUG42fxXcNH7yLvqbXqB97kXeg+9R 96el3g/e796v3m/b/yy8cfGnxt/OdHXLjR3PvR6 n42//wGhS3NZ</latexit>
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FIG. 3: Derivation of Feynman’s symmetrization procedure
for two identical localized events. Position measurements at
times t1 and t2 yield outcomes `1, `2 and m1,m2, respec-
tively. Two models—a persistence model and a nonpersis-
tence model—of this data are constructed. (i) Left: Accord-
ing to the persistence model, persistent ‘particles’ are re-
sponsible for the individual detections. The figures on the
left show the transitions of two identical particles compati-
ble with these outcomes according to this model: the ‘direct’
transition of amplitude α12, and the ‘indirect’ transition of
amplitude α21. (ii) Right: In the nonpersistence model, it is
meaningless to say that a given detection at t2 was caused by
the same thing as given detection at t1. Accordingly, the fig-
ure on the right shows the only transition amplitude, α, that
one can meaningfully assign according to this model. The
operational indistinguishability postulate (OIP) posits the re-
lation α = H(α12, α21) between the amplitudes in these mod-
els, where H is a complex-valued function to be determined.
In Ref. [25], it is shown that α = α12 ± α21, with the sign
corresponding to bosonic or fermionic behaviour.
and γ22. Then the generalization of Eq. (1) reads
γ = G(γ11, γ12, γ21, γ22), (2)
where γ is the transition amplitude in the nonpersistence
model, and G is a function to be determined.
We now incorporate the fact that there are situations
in which we commonly say that the particle observed now
is the ‘same’ as one previously observed via an isolation
condition. This condition stipulates that, in the limiting
case that isolation obtain for one of more of the identical
particles in a given system, they can be treated as a per-
sistent subsystem for the purpose of making predictions.
For example, if the electron in a hydrogen atom is effec-
tively isolated from all other electrons in a given system,
then we can infer that the same electron is responsible for
the successive electron-detections in the atom. One can
accordingly apply the quantum formalism to this elec-
tron as if it were a (persistent) system. Formally, for the
case of two identical events, the isolation condition re-
quires that the transition probability |H(α12, α21)|2 is the
same as the probability of the persistence-model transi-
tion that has non-zero probability. For example, if the di-
rect transition is the one with non-zero probability, then
|H(α12, 0)|2 = |α12|2. (3)
From the assumptions above, Feynman’s symmetriza-
tion procedure can be derived [25]. The key idea behind
the derivation is the recognition that the amplitude for a
particular process in the nonpersistence model can some-
times be computed in two different ways, and, in these
instances, consistency of the assumptions implies that
these calculational paths must agree. Each such call for
consistency leads to a functional equation. For example,
one obtains
G(α12β12, α12β21, α21β12, α21β21) =
H(α12, α21)H(β12, β21). (4)
Solution of these functional equations yields
α = α12 ± α21, (5)
where the ± sign corresponds to bosonic or fermionic
behavior. This is Feynman’s symmetrization rule for
two particles. The above derivation generalizes naturally
to N identical particles.
B. Probabilistic Reidentifiability
If one of the transition probabilities |α12|2 or |α21|2 is
much smaller than the other, then the transition proba-
bility |H(α12, α21)|2 approximates to the largest of these
probabilities. In that case, one can treat the observa-
tional data as a probabilistic version of the persistence
model, so that one has probabilistic reidentifiability of the
particles. Such a situation obtains, for example, for two
electrons in the field of view of a particle chamber, where
we can roughly say that each electron travels along its
own ‘track’, even though there is a finite probability (as
computed using the persistence model) of the electrons
‘swapping’ between tracks.
C. State representation of the symmetrization
procedure
The amplitude-based symmetrization procedure given
above can be re-expressed in terms of states and observ-
ables, a more familiar arena for the description of quan-
tum phenomena. Such a re-expression also facilitates
a direct comparison with Dirac’s symmetrization proce-
dure. To illustrate the key ideas, it suffices to consider
two particles moving in one dimension. In that case, one
can [25] re-express Eq. (1) in terms of states as
ψID(x1, x2) = ψ(x1, x2)± ψ(x2, x1) x1 ≤ x2. (6)
7Although this relation resembles the Dirac symmetriza-
tion postulate, it has a quite different meaning. First, the
states that occur on the left and right hand sides belong
to different models. The function ψID on the left-hand
side is the state of the system as described within the
nonpersistence model. This state is defined over location-
space (or reduced configuration space), namely x1 ≤ x2,
and is normalized over that space. Thus, in the ex-
pression ψID(x1, x2), xi is to be interpreted as the x-
value of location i. Consequently, |ψID(x1, x2)|2 dx1dx2
is the probability of detection of two identical particle-
like events, one in the interval [x1, x1+dx1] and the other
in [x2, x2 + dx2].
In contrast, the function ψ on the right-hand side of
Eq. (6) is the state of the system as represented in the
persistence model. It is defined (and normalized) over the
full configuration space (x1, x2) ∈ R2. Thus, in the ex-
pression ψ(x1, x2), xi represents the x-value of the loca-
tion of particle i. Consequently, |ψ(x1, x2)|2 dx1dx2 is the
probability of detecting particle 1 in interval [x1, x1+dx1]
and particle 2 in interval [x2, x2 + dx2].
The above relation is thus to be understood as estab-
lishing a formal connection between these two models,
a connection which can be used to take states from the
persistence model over to the nonpersistence model.
For convenience, one can formally extend ψID(x1, x2) to
the entire configuration space, to obtain state ψ˜ID(x1, x2),





ψ(x1, x2)± ψ(x2, x1)
]
, (7)
where now (x1, x2) ranges over R2. Such a formal exten-
sion is useful in the sense that now ψ˜ID and ψ are both de-
fined over R2 and both formally live in the same space (a
tensor product of two labelled copies of a one-particle
Hilbert space). However, the formal extension makes the
reading of the labels more complicated: although x1, x2
on the right hand side are particle labels as before, x1
on the left is the location of the leftmost event when-
ever x1 ≤ x2, but the location of the rightmost event
whenever x1 > x2.
If the two particles (as viewed in the persistence model)
are confined to disjoint regions on the left and right
sides, then α reduces to α12. Further, owing to the
isolation between the particles, the surviving amplitude
can be written as a product of two amplitudes, one
related to each particle. Thus, in the state formula-
tion, ψID(x1, x2) = φa(x1)φb(x2), where φa, φb can be
viewed as one-particle states of labelled particles which
have no common support. Under these circumstances,
the observable x1 in the nonpersistence model, which by
default is the x-location of the left-most event, gains the
additional meaning of the x-location of particle 1. Thus,
in this limiting case, one recovers reidentifiability, and
one has justification to model each of the particles as a
distinct entity without regard for the other.
Comparison with Dirac’s interpretation of the
symmetrization procedure
We are now in a position to contrast the understanding
of identical particles developed above with the Dirac’s in-
terpretation of his symmetrization procedure. According
to Dirac, “if a system in atomic physics contains a num-
ber of particles of the same kind, e.g. a number of elec-
trons, the particles are absolutely indistinguishable from
one another” [14, §54]. That is, in our terminology, the
system can be described within the persistence model (so
that the identical particles are modelled as persistent en-
tities), but no observations are capable of reidentifying
these particles.
In order to formalize this idea, Dirac proposed that
a system of identical particles be described within a
labelled tensor product of single-particle subspaces by
states that are symmetric or antisymmetric in the sub-
space labels, and that observables be restricted to those
that are symmetric in these labels. According to Dirac’s
interpretation, in a state ψ(x1, x2) describing two identi-
cal particles, i is a particle label, so that xi is the location
of the ith particle. Accordingly, the states ψID and ψ in
Eq. (7) are interpreted as states in the same (persistence)
model, and Eq. (7) itself is interpreted as a way of (anti-
) symmetrizing the state ψ (itself obtained by solving
for the eigenstates of a measurement operator symmetric
in the particle labels) in order to generate a physically
legitimate state, ψID.
However, as we have detailed in the Introduction (see,
in particular, footnote 1), Dirac’s understanding of iden-
tical particles (as persistent but not reidentifiable) does
not lead to his proposed formalization without the use of
additional assumptions that lack physical justification.
This naturally raises the question of whether Dirac’s for-
mal procedure can be interpreted in a different manner.
As we have shown above, this is indeed possible. In
essence, we view Eq. (7) not as a means of ‘symmetrizing’
a state within a single (persistence) model, but rather as
establishing a connection between the states of the same
system as described in two different models—a persis-
tence model and a non-persistence model. The fact that
we are able to derive Eq. (7) by formalizing this inter-
pretation speaks in its favour.
In this connection, we briefly note that the coherency
of Dirac’s interpretation—specifically, the view that the
labels in a symmetrized state refer to particles (a view
recently dubbed factorism [15])—has previously been
brought into question by several others authors [6, 7,
15, 27, 28]. As we have pointed out in the Introduc-
tion, a major difficulty with Dirac’s particle-label view
is that, in a system of two electrons, both of the elec-
trons have same reduced state, even if they are associ-
ated with widely-separated hydrogen atoms. However,
this implies that each electron is as likely to be found in
the vicinity of one atom as the other [6, 7], which is diffi-
cult to reconcile with our usual presumption that, owing
to their isolation, one can treat each of these electrons as
8a distinct system confined to its respective atom. Given
these and related difficulties, Dieks and Lubberdink con-
clude [6] that “the quantum mechanical symmetrization
postulates do not pertain to particles, as we know them
from classical physics, but rather to indices that have
a merely formal significance.” However, such a claim
leaves the challenge of formulating an alternative under-
standing of these indices which, for instance, is capable
of rendering intelligible the usual procedures for inter-
preting measurement operators. For example, if one ap-
plies the symmetrization procedure to the electrons in
a helium atom, the measurement operator (x1 − x2)2 is
ordinarily interpreted as representing a measurement of
the squared-distance between the two electrons; but it is
unclear how one would justify such an interpretation if
the indices 1 and 2 have a ‘merely formal significance’.
However, according to the interpretation that we have
developed above, the indices do have a physical signifi-
cance, the hitherto unexpected complication being that
the physical referent of an index depends upon whether
the state in question is viewed as a state within the per-
sistence model (in which case an index is a particle la-
bel) or the nonpersistence model (in which case an index
is a location label). This interpretation has a number
of ramifications—for instance for the understanding of
the meaning of measurement operators, and for the un-
derstanding of the entanglement of identical particles—
which will be discussed elsewhere.
IV. COMPLEMENTARITY OF PERSISTENCE
AND NONPERSISTENCE
As formulated by Bohr, complementarity expresses a
view about the kind of theoretical model that one can for-
mulate about microphysical phenomena. As such, it con-
stitutes a major pillar of Bohr’s interpretation of quan-
tum theory. Bohr gave a detailed account of the no-
tion of complementarity in his 1927 Como lecture [29],
a notion which he subsequently developed in a series
of papers over the course of the next thirty years. As
originally described in [29] (and subsequently elaborated
upon in other papers, such as those reprinted in [30]),
complementarity maintains that, in order to account for
data observed in a given experiment on a microphysical
system (such as an electron diffraction experiment), one
must draw upon elements from two apparently incom-
patible classical pictures2.
2 The following are representative quotations from [29]: 1. “The
very nature of quantum theory thus forces us to regard the space-
time coordination and the claim of causality, the union of which
characterizes the classical theories, as complementary but exclu-
sive features of the description[...].” (p. 580, para. 3). 2. “The
two views of the nature of light are rather to be considered as
different attempts at an interpretation of experimental evidence
in which the limitation of the classical concepts is expressed in
We note that, after his engagement with the EPR pa-
per in 1935, Bohr emphasized a different complementar-
ity [31], namely that between information gained about
the same microscopic object in different experimental ar-
rangements. Although this notion of complementarity
has been widely influential (it can, for instance, be for-
malized in terms of quantum state tomography via mu-
tually unbiassed bases [32], and has served as a basis for
some reconstructions of quantum theory [9, 33]), the no-
tion of complementarity that concerns us here is the origi-
nal one described in [29]. Its key constituent ideas (which
we shall subsequently illustrate) can be abstractly sum-
marized as follows:
1. Need for two incompatible models. A theoretical
understanding of experiments on microscopic sys-
tems in general requires the use of concepts drawn
from two distinct models of the type that are char-
acteristic of classical physics. These models are in-
compatible in the sense that some of core assump-
tions about the nature of physical reality made in
one model are in conflict with some of the core as-
sumptions made in the other.
2. Synthesis of models. At least some of the models’
incompatibility arises from abstract assumptions
which are not directly refutable via observation.
Accordingly, there is sufficient latitude to combine
key features of the two models into a new predictive
calculus. The resulting synthetic model is not of the
classical type, and has a symbolic or abstract (non-
visualizable) character. Nevertheless, it provides a
predictive framework for behaviour that in some
sense interpolates between that permitted by the
original models.
3. Limiting cases. Whereas a quantitative under-
standing of the phenomena observed in general re-
quires the use of the synthetic model, certain phys-
ical situations can be understood using only one
of the original models. Correspondingly, in certain
limiting cases, the behaviour predicted by the syn-
thetic model approximates to that predicted by one
of the original models.
A. Wave & Particle
We illustrate the above-mentioned key features of com-
plementarity via Bohr’s paradigmatic example of the
wave and particle models of the electron.
First, according to the particle model, the electron is
a point-like entity that has a definite position at each
time. In contrast, the wave model treats the electron
complementary ways.” (p. 581, para. 1).
9as a delocalized wave-like object3. Each of these mod-
els paints a clear, visualizable conception of the electron,
but are manifestly incompatible—an electron cannot si-
multaneously be a localized point-like object as well as
a delocalized object. Yet, the need for both models is
made plausible by the existence of experimental phenom-
ena (such as diffraction) associated with electrons where
detections are point-like whereas the distribution of de-
tections is wave-like.
Second, the particle model’s assumption that an iso-
lated electron is continuously localized is not directly
testable—the observational data consists only of point-
like detections (modelled as interactions between the
electron and the detector) at discrete times. Hence, al-
though the models themselves are at odds if their core
assumptions are regarded as strictly true, there may be
sufficient latitude to synthesize key features of these mod-
els whilst remaining consistent with observations. Such a
synthesis was first proposed by de Broglie in his compos-
ite wave-particle model of the electron, a proposal that
culminated in Schroedinger’s wave mechanics. In the lat-
ter synthesis, the wave aspect is reflected in an evolving
wavefunction, while the particle aspect is reflected in the
projection (or Born) rule, enabling the model to incorpo-
rate behaviour that is characteristic of each of the original
models. Unlike the wave or particle models, the synthetic
model is noncommital as to the nature of the electron,
and accordingly has a relatively abstract character.
Third, there are limiting situations in which the be-
haviour of an electron is well-modelled by the particle pic-
ture. Such a situation obtains, for example, when an elec-
tron is subject to potentials that are sufficiently slowly
varying in space and time, and to position measurements
that are sufficiently coarse. Additionally, in such lim-
iting situations, the synthetic model approximates to a
statistical particle model.
B. Persistence & Nonpersistence
Wave–particle complementarity suggests that the as-
sumption of continuous localization, a notion extrapo-
lated from everyday perception, does not enjoy absolute
validity in the microscopic realm. We propose that the
assumption of persistence is similarly restricted in its va-
lidity. Furthermore, we propose that the understand-
ing of identical particle-like events requires a synthesis of
complementary persistence and nonpersistence models,
3 In classical physics, one often regards a ‘wave’ (such as a water
wave, or a wave on a string) as underpinned by local disturbances
over a region of space. In such cases, ‘wave’ is merely a collec-
tive noun that refers to a set of synchronized local disturbances,
and so has no fundamental existence in and of itself. However,
in the wave model of an electron, such an underpinning is not
presumed, so that ‘wave’ is taken to refer to an unanalyzed, de-
localized object.
analogous to the way that localization (‘particle’) and
delocalization (‘wave’) models need to be combined in
order to understand individual microscopic entities.
Our proposal is based on the following considerations.
First, through an operational analysis of an experiment
in which identical particle-like events are registered at
each instant (Sec. II), we have seen that one can con-
struct two distinct models. One of these assumes that
successive detections are underpinned by persistent un-
derlying entities (‘particles’), whilst the other assumes
that no such entities exist, but rather that the events at
each instant are the manifestation of a single abstract
‘system’.
Second, we have demonstrated that these models can
be synthesized to derive a quantum symmetrization pro-
cedure for describing the behaviour of a system of identi-
cal particle-like events. This derivation not only places a
formally ad hoc formal procedure on a clear operational
and logical foundation, but also naturally resolves the dif-
ficulty in reconciling the assertion that identical particles
are nonpersistent or not reidentifiable with their manifest
reidentifiability in particular situations (Sec. III B).
Third, we assert that persistence and nonpersistence
are complementary descriptions of identical particle-like
events on the grounds that the persistence and nonper-
sistence models satisfy the three key features of comple-
mentarity, as follows.
First, these two models are mutually exclusive in
the sense that they make contradictory assumptions
about whether or not successive individual detections
are underpinned by individual persistent entities. Con-
sequently, the statement that ‘this detection was caused
by the same object as a previous detection’ is meaningful
in the first (persistence) model but not the second.
Second, despite their contradictory nature, these mod-
els can be synthesized. That this is possible is due to the
fact that the both models make claims about the nature
of the entity of entities that exist in between the detec-
tions, claims that can (by their very nature) only be in-
directly probed via experiment. Insofar as the synthetic
model combines models that make conflicting claims as
to the nature of the entity (or entities) that underpin
the detections, the synthetic model cannot, in general,
be interpreted as positing that the detections are or are
not underpinned by persistent entities, and is, in that
sense, abstract in comparison with the original models.
As we have seen, the synthesis is formally realized by
using the persistence model to calculate amplitudes that
are then combined to generate an amplitude in the non-
persistence model. The resulting synthetic model allows
for behaviour intermediate between that allowed by the
two original models.
Third, in the limiting case where an electron is iso-
lated (as judged within the persistence model), it can
be regarded as if persistent, and treated entirely within
the persistence model. Correspondingly, in this limiting
case, the synthetic model yields the same predictions as
the persistence model.
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C. Parallel between Wave–Particle and
Persistence–Nonpersistence Complementarities
The above considerations suggest that there is a close
conceptual parallel between wave–particle and the pro-
posed persistence–nonpersistence complementarities. We
now construct a more precise formal parallel between
them.
One of the difficulties in clearly understanding Bohr’s
formulation of complementarity is that it refers to classi-
cal models, namely the ‘wave’ and ‘particle’ model, which
are not precisely defined, and whose synthesis is far from
transparent. For this reason, a derivation of quantum
theory in which the quantum formalism can be inter-
preted as arising from the synthesis of two apparently
contradictory pictures would be most useful. Our previ-
ous operational derivation of Feynman’s formulation of
quantum theory [9] supports such an interpretation.
We begin by noting that, in Feynman’s formulation
of quantum theory, one can interpret the Feynman am-
plitude sum rule as a succinct formal encapsulation of
Bohr’s notion of wave–particle complementarity. Specifi-
cally, in the context of an electron double-slit experiment,
there are two models of the electron (see Table I, first col-
umn). In the ‘particle’ model, the electron is treated as a
localized, particle-like entity that traverses one slit or the
other in its passage from the source to a given point on
the screen. In the ‘wave’ model, the electron is treated as
a delocalized object about which all one can say is that it
passes through the silts. The amplitude sum rule posits
a relationship between the transition amplitudes in these
two models.
In our previous reconstruction of Feynman’s formu-
lation, we have shown that the Feynman sum rule can
be derived using the postulate that (roughly speaking)
the amplitudes of the two possible paths in the particle-
model determine the amplitude of the ‘path’ in the wave-
model. A benefit of this reconstruction is that the two
models being synthesized are precisely defined in oper-
ational terms. For example, the ‘particle’ model con-
sists solely in being able to assert that a system passed
through one slit or the other in its passage from source
to screen—no additional properties (such as mass, en-
ergy or momentum) or associated classical mechanical
equations of motion are implicitly included in the model.
Thus, we shall now interpret this derivation as showing,
in precise, operational terms, how Bohr’s wave–particle
complementarity can be viewed as the basis of a con-
structive derivation of the Feynman sum rule, in the same
way that we have shown that the proposed persistence–
nonpersistence complementarity provides the basis of a
derivation of Feynman’s symmetrization procedure.
As shown in the Table I, the derivation of the Feyn-
man sum rule allows us to exhibit a precise formal par-
allel between the two complementarities. In each case,
two models are synthesized. One of these models per-
mits an analysis of the situation into abstract parts—
‘the electron passes from the source to screen via one slit
or the other’ or ‘the identical particles that underpin the
particle-like flashes make a direct or an indirect transi-
tion from one time to the next’. This analysis allows two
distinct amplitudes to be defined and, in principle, calcu-
lated by making use of the Dirac–Feynman amplitude–
action quantization rule [34] and an appropriate classical
model of the situation. In contrast, in the other model,
no such analysis is possible—all one can say is that ‘the
electron passes from the source to screen via the slits’
or that ‘two identical particle-like events occur at each
of two successive times’. One can associate a transition
amplitude with such an unanalyzed process, but its cal-
culation appears impossible if one remains within the
compass of this model because no corresponding classi-
cal model exists. Although the two models in each case
are contradictory in their assumptions, they can be syn-
thesized: if one posits that the two amplitudes in each
analytic model determines the amplitude in the corre-
sponding non-analytic model, it is possible to derive the
form of the functional form of the relationship between
the amplitudes.
An important distinction between the two comple-
mentarities, however, deserves to be noted. As shown
in [9], the Feynman sum rule can be regarded as aris-
ing from a connection between two distinct experimental
arrangements—one in which there are which-way detec-
tors at each slit, the other in which there is a single large
detector covering both slits [9]. That is different from
the interpretation we are adopting here, namely that the
sum rule is a connection between two models (‘particle’
and ‘wave’) of the same arrangement in which there is a
single large detector. However, in the derivation of the
Feynman symmetrization procedure for identical parti-
cles described here, only one of these two options is avail-
able: the symmetrization procedure arises from the con-
nection between two distinct models of the same exper-
imental arrangement. Thus, the symmetrization proce-
dure seems to express the notion of complementarity at a
deeper level, namely as a synthesis of mutually-exclusive
models of the same situation.
V. DISCUSSION
It is widely believed that identical particles differ from
nonidentical particles in that the former lack persistence
or reidentifiability. We have pointed out the deficiencies
of such a view, and proposed instead that the specialness
of identical particles lies in the fact that both persistence
and nonpersistence models must be employed in order to
cover their full range of behaviour. We have proved the
viability of this viewpoint by showing how the Feynman
and Dirac symmetrization procedures that are employed
to treat systems of identical particles can be systemati-
cally derived through a synthesis of the persistence and
nonpersistence models. We have also indicated how rei-
dentifiability emerges in a context-dependent manner.
We have further shown that the persistence and non-
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<latexit sha1_base64="W+clzQ adSXtXU3Ygj2mlegtdOGQ=">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6 FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3 PI2fRu+mbETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nU vb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY2Ov 9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNS+ueOO9sXnI+YXf LrzgimOexy+uXn4VJmU8L5hQcU6lPPTHM3VU00rxOGeNG84lm9H4mE 7ZIZaCFkwe1cbkhoywk5C0rPARipjdPkdNCymXRQRKY+LZM7256exwr tIvjmouZnPFRGwVpfOcqJJo/0nCKxarfIkFjSsOW0mc0YrGClEaaLG WDraionHd8CGDvxX7Hrp/nLGKqrKqQzkVTa2/QCDYIi6LgoqkDh/MeF PXYVTUIVYNDCIPuZzldEmwQbggD8o8cTf65yI9x4wiqQrWuSF+Q0lP WKBPaRwj8uF62df7WcjTQHIxzdnh/lE9cgkJJVNReToOM3zX1+se57 Xx/u1J7flN8/zR9aZHPHktcXjMKoF8D5h4mvAizNT4Hr4mxNsPWS4Z8 SZhynHeuKOfM0YiWpEFz3MSMVKUJ4CBzg0OKj7NFImWhJKM5ikpUwK 9cRxoXfQGWWQ8zgiXQEuh05sYWhurO0PvK5YbrkP/yJrq+SFsY6ezqi cSBn2XatUV+1RCq5wjnRKomCnAMs/LBSJoTIPNN/RCEFESwaaonhNG tBBSIJOWuKP8yh1RQWiScF1jNCd1Q3QiJRRUDFRUGdK+OniVwX3CRDn HD2ChMu0pSvuMawueMCgxngU8FexUaQA/B8j0UYAzncp6DLCd2UKu4 PIBUgJfgTZAF8t8WqIOssJUo8UM0aVX5nKDai3scALdK4AZ0auzwLx 6E6Nt0/ZEG7FRbLCCasSmEF2V85l+S1jaw5/n+Z43Ad3oW0HR5pAOqX SeABdLAbMJHlMuvUo5UzmD3BelTYzQkemH4AZBXZpspbySat0rkCKp GE3ItmTIOkP+d1q9PPX2J516YE3M0Q/nMjQSAi2B6IIYPWSQU6BxG/l c0Vw3o7LSDQrAaaXZSgxfBm0tWplSLRH5gfzmRd3YQlxzqcV/s9UDR l0lIggXiea1WzQ5oSJm7dGuPnsZuKMfgPh2T8N3ow86KQbqJph7nYoT ZLxj3bebgWLFDFt0o+rV6W5oC0aiV7LWhtVhZwYApbJ/U73m8MebfV xRDP28R7bP+3iT7O+QXbL9oGIcBXUTQnc6JOiGaHnvI2idHDROg4Cz 7VBmZYWxhc5mGgAz9d8x3R2TT6zYrrvV473bjWlvuy3NGoC+WeIFHbb St4N6zba74uvSPcBpT/ytAVmLkXPhAt2G7uqOHudIkvWjLCKu/Uq5b oimcW53Ru8QngI6Onv3xwRNCK+bmnFb121lG0lGkzdZ2dUP+F0T8CGp bydRS9s/IIM4dmRmgP2fSKLLtYVkR55pZyYmCZupLAyEFrdqTUFkul wYAG1q2dtndt8WLVOBPEbDROew4nDpmVcgEInxMa3Kl9DNYN9SH9px3 ZNgl7CanvYs6su1h+65rvmkhQZ6LEsCaiG7no1cYMahHiSGWy/1BH0 d2M1zSXqy7rgDbA4lWwN836/bENrQt02a0GpqbppAkpC4Fktd3uuuX Yp1w9a6edrr2ao8xuDmEmOZ2KtU19UxiO2GmX0tUHG1MJfjbozo8TMt I4yaQKFOMUIqOIkxFDKR2Jd6lfS5woi3mOua/SbmHm9XsriRh6JEDc H+/qj4eoBBbcz6sB6A7fUh7bHY2Bp6bYMdsqubZqkHouviz4B/9up/f nEw2ftyz//plhds2z8FziXnY+eas+34zudO4DxyHjsHTuwI51fnN+f 3rXrrj60/t/6ypBcvtDwfOYNn6+9/AAT3auA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W+clzQ adSXtXU3Ygj2mlegtdOGQ=">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6 FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3 PI2fRu+mbETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nU vb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY2Ov 9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNS+ueOO9sXnI+YXf LrzgimOexy+uXn4VJmU8L5hQcU6lPPTHM3VU00rxOGeNG84lm9H4mE 7ZIZaCFkwe1cbkhoywk5C0rPARipjdPkdNCymXRQRKY+LZM7256exwr tIvjmouZnPFRGwVpfOcqJJo/0nCKxarfIkFjSsOW0mc0YrGClEaaLG WDraionHd8CGDvxX7Hrp/nLGKqrKqQzkVTa2/QCDYIi6LgoqkDh/MeF PXYVTUIVYNDCIPuZzldEmwQbggD8o8cTf65yI9x4wiqQrWuSF+Q0lP WKBPaRwj8uF62df7WcjTQHIxzdnh/lE9cgkJJVNReToOM3zX1+se57 Xx/u1J7flN8/zR9aZHPHktcXjMKoF8D5h4mvAizNT4Hr4mxNsPWS4Z8 SZhynHeuKOfM0YiWpEFz3MSMVKUJ4CBzg0OKj7NFImWhJKM5ikpUwK 9cRxoXfQGWWQ8zgiXQEuh05sYWhurO0PvK5YbrkP/yJrq+SFsY6ezqi cSBn2XatUV+1RCq5wjnRKomCnAMs/LBSJoTIPNN/RCEFESwaaonhNG tBBSIJOWuKP8yh1RQWiScF1jNCd1Q3QiJRRUDFRUGdK+OniVwX3CRDn HD2ChMu0pSvuMawueMCgxngU8FexUaQA/B8j0UYAzncp6DLCd2UKu4 PIBUgJfgTZAF8t8WqIOssJUo8UM0aVX5nKDai3scALdK4AZ0auzwLx 6E6Nt0/ZEG7FRbLCCasSmEF2V85l+S1jaw5/n+Z43Ad3oW0HR5pAOqX SeABdLAbMJHlMuvUo5UzmD3BelTYzQkemH4AZBXZpspbySat0rkCKp GE3ItmTIOkP+d1q9PPX2J516YE3M0Q/nMjQSAi2B6IIYPWSQU6BxG/l c0Vw3o7LSDQrAaaXZSgxfBm0tWplSLRH5gfzmRd3YQlxzqcV/s9UDR l0lIggXiea1WzQ5oSJm7dGuPnsZuKMfgPh2T8N3ow86KQbqJph7nYoT ZLxj3bebgWLFDFt0o+rV6W5oC0aiV7LWhtVhZwYApbJ/U73m8MebfV xRDP28R7bP+3iT7O+QXbL9oGIcBXUTQnc6JOiGaHnvI2idHDROg4Cz 7VBmZYWxhc5mGgAz9d8x3R2TT6zYrrvV473bjWlvuy3NGoC+WeIFHbb St4N6zba74uvSPcBpT/ytAVmLkXPhAt2G7uqOHudIkvWjLCKu/Uq5b oimcW53Ru8QngI6Onv3xwRNCK+bmnFb121lG0lGkzdZ2dUP+F0T8CGp bydRS9s/IIM4dmRmgP2fSKLLtYVkR55pZyYmCZupLAyEFrdqTUFkul wYAG1q2dtndt8WLVOBPEbDROew4nDpmVcgEInxMa3Kl9DNYN9SH9px3 ZNgl7CanvYs6su1h+65rvmkhQZ6LEsCaiG7no1cYMahHiSGWy/1BH0 d2M1zSXqy7rgDbA4lWwN836/bENrQt02a0GpqbppAkpC4Fktd3uuuX Yp1w9a6edrr2ao8xuDmEmOZ2KtU19UxiO2GmX0tUHG1MJfjbozo8TMt I4yaQKFOMUIqOIkxFDKR2Jd6lfS5woi3mOua/SbmHm9XsriRh6JEDc H+/qj4eoBBbcz6sB6A7fUh7bHY2Bp6bYMdsqubZqkHouviz4B/9up/f nEw2ftyz//plhds2z8FziXnY+eas+34zudO4DxyHjsHTuwI51fnN+f 3rXrrj60/t/6ypBcvtDwfOYNn6+9/AAT3auA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W+clzQ adSXtXU3Ygj2mlegtdOGQ=">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6 FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3 PI2fRu+mbETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nU vb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY2Ov 9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNS+ueOO9sXnI+YXf LrzgimOexy+uXn4VJmU8L5hQcU6lPPTHM3VU00rxOGeNG84lm9H4mE 7ZIZaCFkwe1cbkhoywk5C0rPARipjdPkdNCymXRQRKY+LZM7256exwr tIvjmouZnPFRGwVpfOcqJJo/0nCKxarfIkFjSsOW0mc0YrGClEaaLG WDraionHd8CGDvxX7Hrp/nLGKqrKqQzkVTa2/QCDYIi6LgoqkDh/MeF PXYVTUIVYNDCIPuZzldEmwQbggD8o8cTf65yI9x4wiqQrWuSF+Q0lP WKBPaRwj8uF62df7WcjTQHIxzdnh/lE9cgkJJVNReToOM3zX1+se57 Xx/u1J7flN8/zR9aZHPHktcXjMKoF8D5h4mvAizNT4Hr4mxNsPWS4Z8 SZhynHeuKOfM0YiWpEFz3MSMVKUJ4CBzg0OKj7NFImWhJKM5ikpUwK 9cRxoXfQGWWQ8zgiXQEuh05sYWhurO0PvK5YbrkP/yJrq+SFsY6ezqi cSBn2XatUV+1RCq5wjnRKomCnAMs/LBSJoTIPNN/RCEFESwaaonhNG tBBSIJOWuKP8yh1RQWiScF1jNCd1Q3QiJRRUDFRUGdK+OniVwX3CRDn HD2ChMu0pSvuMawueMCgxngU8FexUaQA/B8j0UYAzncp6DLCd2UKu4 PIBUgJfgTZAF8t8WqIOssJUo8UM0aVX5nKDai3scALdK4AZ0auzwLx 6E6Nt0/ZEG7FRbLCCasSmEF2V85l+S1jaw5/n+Z43Ad3oW0HR5pAOqX SeABdLAbMJHlMuvUo5UzmD3BelTYzQkemH4AZBXZpspbySat0rkCKp GE3ItmTIOkP+d1q9PPX2J516YE3M0Q/nMjQSAi2B6IIYPWSQU6BxG/l c0Vw3o7LSDQrAaaXZSgxfBm0tWplSLRH5gfzmRd3YQlxzqcV/s9UDR l0lIggXiea1WzQ5oSJm7dGuPnsZuKMfgPh2T8N3ow86KQbqJph7nYoT ZLxj3bebgWLFDFt0o+rV6W5oC0aiV7LWhtVhZwYApbJ/U73m8MebfV xRDP28R7bP+3iT7O+QXbL9oGIcBXUTQnc6JOiGaHnvI2idHDROg4Cz 7VBmZYWxhc5mGgAz9d8x3R2TT6zYrrvV473bjWlvuy3NGoC+WeIFHbb St4N6zba74uvSPcBpT/ytAVmLkXPhAt2G7uqOHudIkvWjLCKu/Uq5b oimcW53Ru8QngI6Onv3xwRNCK+bmnFb121lG0lGkzdZ2dUP+F0T8CGp bydRS9s/IIM4dmRmgP2fSKLLtYVkR55pZyYmCZupLAyEFrdqTUFkul wYAG1q2dtndt8WLVOBPEbDROew4nDpmVcgEInxMa3Kl9DNYN9SH9px3 ZNgl7CanvYs6su1h+65rvmkhQZ6LEsCaiG7no1cYMahHiSGWy/1BH0 d2M1zSXqy7rgDbA4lWwN836/bENrQt02a0GpqbppAkpC4Fktd3uuuX Yp1w9a6edrr2ao8xuDmEmOZ2KtU19UxiO2GmX0tUHG1MJfjbozo8TMt I4yaQKFOMUIqOIkxFDKR2Jd6lfS5woi3mOua/SbmHm9XsriRh6JEDc H+/qj4eoBBbcz6sB6A7fUh7bHY2Bp6bYMdsqubZqkHouviz4B/9up/f nEw2ftyz//plhds2z8FziXnY+eas+34zudO4DxyHjsHTuwI51fnN+f 3rXrrj60/t/6ypBcvtDwfOYNn6+9/AAT3auA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gW4hX5 pfwqNPZsMoiQLrhwr7jfA=">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6 FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3 PI2fRu+mbETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nU vb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY2Ov 9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNS+ueOO9sXnI+YXf LjynfR6/uHr5VZiU8bxgQsU5lfLQH8/UUU0rxeOcNW44l2xG42M6ZY dYCloweVQbkxsywk5C0rLCRyhidvscNS2kXBYRKI2JZ8/05qazw7lKv ziquZjNFROxVZTOc6JKov0nCa9YrPIlFjSuOGwlcUYrGitEaaDFWjr YiorGdcOHDP5W7Hvo/nHGKqrKqg7lVDS1/gKBYIu4LAoqkjp8MONNXY dRUYdYNTCIPORyltMlwQbhgjwo88Td6J+L9BwziqQqWOeG+A0lPWGB PqVxjMiH62Vf72chTwPJxTRnh/tH9cglJJRMReXpOMzwXV+ve5zXxv u3J7XnN83zR9ebHvHktcThMasE8j1g4mnCizBT43v4mhBvP2S5ZMSbh CnHeeOOfs4YiWhFFjzPScRIUZ4ABjo3OKj4NFMkWhJKMpqnpEwJ9MZ xoHXRG2SR8TgjXAIthU5vYmhtrO4Mva9YbrgO/SNrqueHsI2dzqqeSB j0XapVV+xTCa1yjnRKoGKmAMs8LxeIoDENNt/QC0FESQSbonpOGNFC SIFMWuKO8it3RAWhScJ1jdGc1A3RiZRQUDFQUWVI++rgVQb3CRPlHD+ Ahcq0pyjtM64teMKgxHgW8FSwU6UB/Bwg00cBznQq6zHAdmYLuYLLB 0gJfAXaAF0s82mJOsgKU40WM0SXXpnLDaq1sMMJdK8AZkSvzgLz6k2 Mtk3bE23ERrHBCqoRm0J0Vc5n+i1haQ9/nud73gR0o28FRZtDOqTSeQ JcLAXMJnhMufQq5UzlDHJflDYxQkemH4IbBHVpspXySqp1r0CKpGI0 IduSIesM+d9p9fLU25906oE1MUc/nMvQSAi0BKILYvSQQU6Bxm3kc0V z3YzKSjcoAKeVZisxfBm0tWhlSrVE5Afymxd1YwtxzaUW/81WDxh1l YggXCSa127R5ISKmLVHu/rsZeCOfgDi2z0N340+6KQYqJtg7nUqTpDx jnXfbgaKFTNs0Y2qV6e7oS0YiV7JWhtWh50ZAJTK/k31msMfb/ZxRT H08x7ZPu/jTbK/Q3bJ9oOKcRTUTQjd6ZCgG6LlvY+gdXLQOA0CzrZD mZUVxhY6m2kAzNR/x3R3TD6xYrvuVo/3bjemve22NGsA+maJF3TYSt8 O6jXb7oqvS/cApz3xtwZkLUbOhQt0G7qrO3qcI0nWj7KIuPYr5bohm sa53Rm9Q3gK6Ojs3R8TNCG8bmrGbV23lW0kGU3eZGVXP+B3TcCHpL6d RC1t/4AM4tiRmQH2fyKJLtcWkh15pp2ZmCRsprIwEFrcqjUFkelyYQ C0qWVvn9l9W7RMBfIYDROdw4rDpWdegUAkxse0Kl9CN4N9S31ox3VPg l3Canras6gv1x6657rmkxYa6LEsCaiF7Ho2coEZh3qQGG691BP0dWA 3zyXpybrjDrA5lGwN8H2/bkNoQ982aUKrqblpAklC4losdXmvu3Yp1 g1b6+Zpr2er8hiDm0uMZWKvUl1XxyC2G2b2tUDF1cJcjrsxosfPtIww agKFOsUIqeAkxlDIRGJf6lXS5woj3mKua/abmHu8XcniRh6KEjUE+/ uj4usBBrUx68N6ALbXh7THYmNr6LUNdsiubpqlHoiuiz8D/tmr//nFw WTvyz3/p1tesN3+K7jkfOxcc7Yd3/ncCZxHzmPnwIkd4fzq/Ob8vlV v/bH159ZflvTihZbnI2fwbP39DyXbapA=</latexit>
particle model
<latexit sha1_base64="FvT pCSC9NW8aSeSsilRSRRlKF9M=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDpHDBBTdDtytS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q82r3z4VBbzKmJ7UZ EV1fOQSpZxwfYUVxl7XlaM5mHGnoVH3+rzZ8eskrwQT9SiZAc 5nQme8IgqbB1ufhwodqpkUpe0UjzKGMmLmGXN4eZosjMxDzm /8NrFyN90zPP48MrlV0FcRPOcCRVlVMp9b1Kqg7oV27jBXLK SRkd0xvaxFDRn8qA2HjRkjJ2YJEWFj1DE7PY5appLuchDUOZU pfLsmd5cd7Y/V8mXBzUX5VwxEVlFyTwjqiA6HCTmFYtUtsCC RhWHrSRKaUUjhaANtFhLB1th3rhu8JDB34r9AN0/layiqqjq QM5EU+svEAh2EhV5TkVcBw9K3tR1EOZ1gFUDg8hDLsuMLgg2C BfkQZHF7lr/3CCnR4wixwrWuQF+A0mPma9PaRQh8sFq2df7e cATX3Ixy9j+7kE9dgkJJFNhcToJUnzX1+oe59XJ7u1pPfKa5s Wja02PePpa4uCIVQL5HjDxJOZ5kKrJPXxNyWg3YJlkZDQNEo 7zxh0/SRkJaUVOeJaRUGPvGDDQucFBxWepIuGCUJLSLCFFQq A3inyti94gJymPUsIl0JLr9MaG1sbqztD7imWGa987sKaOvAC 2sdOy6omEQd8nWnXFPpPQKudIpwQqSgVYZllxggga02DzDb0 QRBREsBmK6ZgRLYTkyKQl7ii/dsdUEBrHXJcczUjdEJ1ICQUV AxVVhrSvDl6lcJ8wUczxA1ioVHuKSj/j2gmPGZQYz3yeCFSz BvALgEwf+TjTqawnANuZLeQKLu8hJfAVaAN0scxmBeogzU01 WswQXXpFJteo1sL2p9C9BJgRvTzzzetoarSt255qI9aK9ZdQD dkMoqtiXuq3mCU9/I1G3mg0Bd34O0HR9ZAOqXSeABdLAbMJH lMuvUo5UzmD3OeFTYzQkemH4AZBXZpsJbySatUrkCKpGI3Jl mTIOkP+r7d6eTLanXbqgTUxRz+cy8BI8LUEogti/JBBTo4+bu RzRTPdjIpKNygAp5VmKzF46be1aGVKtUDkB/Kbw7qxhbjiUi f/zVYPGHWVCD84iTWv3aLxMRURa4+29dlL3x3/CMS3exq+a33 QSTFQN8Hc6VQcI+Md667d9BXLS2zRtaqXp9uBLRiJXslaG5a HnRkAlEr/TfWKw5us93FJMfTzHtk67+NNsnudbJOtBxXjKKi bEHq9Q4JuiJb3PoLWyUHjNAg42w5lWlQYW+hspgEwU/8d090J +dSK7bpbPdm53Zj2tt3SrADomSVe0GErfVmoV2zbS74u3QOc 9sTfGpC1GDkXLtCt6a7u+HGGJFk/ijzk2q+E64ZoGudWZ/R1 whNAR2fv/oSgCeF1XTNu67qtbCPJaBpNl3b1A37XBHxI6tlJ1 NL2D8ggjh2ZGWD/J5Locm0h2ZFn2pmJScxKlQa+0OKWrckPT ZcLfKBNLXr7zO7bomXKl0domOgcVhwuPfMKBCI2PiZV8RK6Ge xb6EM7rnsS7BJW09OeRX259tA91zWfttBAj2WxTy1kV7ORC8 w41IPEcOulnqCvA7tZJklP1h13gM2hZGuA53l1G0Ib+rZJE1 rNzE0TSBISt2Spy3vVtQuxathaN096PVsVRxjcXGIsE3uV6ro 6BrHdMLOvBSquFuau3I0RPX5mRYhR4yvUKUZIBScxhgImYvt SL5M+VxjxFnNds1/H3OPtShYX9EAUqCHY3x8V3wwwqI1ZHdYD sL0+pD0WG1tDr22wQ3Z50yz0QHRd/Bnwzl79zy/2pjtf7Xg/ 3xr5W/ZPgXPJ+cS56mw5nvOF4zuPnMfOnhM5jfOr85vz+8Yv G39s/LnxlyW9eKHl+cgZPBt//wNgBXDR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FvT pCSC9NW8aSeSsilRSRRlKF9M=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDpHDBBTdDtytS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q82r3z4VBbzKmJ7UZ EV1fOQSpZxwfYUVxl7XlaM5mHGnoVH3+rzZ8eskrwQT9SiZAc 5nQme8IgqbB1ufhwodqpkUpe0UjzKGMmLmGXN4eZosjMxDzm /8NrFyN90zPP48MrlV0FcRPOcCRVlVMp9b1Kqg7oV27jBXLK SRkd0xvaxFDRn8qA2HjRkjJ2YJEWFj1DE7PY5appLuchDUOZU pfLsmd5cd7Y/V8mXBzUX5VwxEVlFyTwjqiA6HCTmFYtUtsCC RhWHrSRKaUUjhaANtFhLB1th3rhu8JDB34r9AN0/layiqqjq QM5EU+svEAh2EhV5TkVcBw9K3tR1EOZ1gFUDg8hDLsuMLgg2C BfkQZHF7lr/3CCnR4wixwrWuQF+A0mPma9PaRQh8sFq2df7e cATX3Ixy9j+7kE9dgkJJFNhcToJUnzX1+oe59XJ7u1pPfKa5s Wja02PePpa4uCIVQL5HjDxJOZ5kKrJPXxNyWg3YJlkZDQNEo 7zxh0/SRkJaUVOeJaRUGPvGDDQucFBxWepIuGCUJLSLCFFQq A3inyti94gJymPUsIl0JLr9MaG1sbqztD7imWGa987sKaOvAC 2sdOy6omEQd8nWnXFPpPQKudIpwQqSgVYZllxggga02DzDb0 QRBREsBmK6ZgRLYTkyKQl7ii/dsdUEBrHXJcczUjdEJ1ICQUV AxVVhrSvDl6lcJ8wUczxA1ioVHuKSj/j2gmPGZQYz3yeCFSz BvALgEwf+TjTqawnANuZLeQKLu8hJfAVaAN0scxmBeogzU01 WswQXXpFJteo1sL2p9C9BJgRvTzzzetoarSt255qI9aK9ZdQD dkMoqtiXuq3mCU9/I1G3mg0Bd34O0HR9ZAOqXSeABdLAbMJH lMuvUo5UzmD3OeFTYzQkemH4AZBXZpsJbySatUrkCKpGI3Jl mTIOkP+r7d6eTLanXbqgTUxRz+cy8BI8LUEogti/JBBTo4+bu RzRTPdjIpKNygAp5VmKzF46be1aGVKtUDkB/Kbw7qxhbjiUi f/zVYPGHWVCD84iTWv3aLxMRURa4+29dlL3x3/CMS3exq+a33 QSTFQN8Hc6VQcI+Md667d9BXLS2zRtaqXp9uBLRiJXslaG5a HnRkAlEr/TfWKw5us93FJMfTzHtk67+NNsnudbJOtBxXjKKi bEHq9Q4JuiJb3PoLWyUHjNAg42w5lWlQYW+hspgEwU/8d090J +dSK7bpbPdm53Zj2tt3SrADomSVe0GErfVmoV2zbS74u3QOc 9sTfGpC1GDkXLtCt6a7u+HGGJFk/ijzk2q+E64ZoGudWZ/R1 whNAR2fv/oSgCeF1XTNu67qtbCPJaBpNl3b1A37XBHxI6tlJ1 NL2D8ggjh2ZGWD/J5Locm0h2ZFn2pmJScxKlQa+0OKWrckPT ZcLfKBNLXr7zO7bomXKl0domOgcVhwuPfMKBCI2PiZV8RK6Ge xb6EM7rnsS7BJW09OeRX259tA91zWfttBAj2WxTy1kV7ORC8 w41IPEcOulnqCvA7tZJklP1h13gM2hZGuA53l1G0Ib+rZJE1 rNzE0TSBISt2Spy3vVtQuxathaN096PVsVRxjcXGIsE3uV6ro 6BrHdMLOvBSquFuau3I0RPX5mRYhR4yvUKUZIBScxhgImYvt SL5M+VxjxFnNds1/H3OPtShYX9EAUqCHY3x8V3wwwqI1ZHdYD sL0+pD0WG1tDr22wQ3Z50yz0QHRd/Bnwzl79zy/2pjtf7Xg/ 3xr5W/ZPgXPJ+cS56mw5nvOF4zuPnMfOnhM5jfOr85vz+8Yv G39s/LnxlyW9eKHl+cgZPBt//wNgBXDR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FvT pCSC9NW8aSeSsilRSRRlKF9M=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDpHDBBTdDtytS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q82r3z4VBbzKmJ7UZ EV1fOQSpZxwfYUVxl7XlaM5mHGnoVH3+rzZ8eskrwQT9SiZAc 5nQme8IgqbB1ufhwodqpkUpe0UjzKGMmLmGXN4eZosjMxDzm /8NrFyN90zPP48MrlV0FcRPOcCRVlVMp9b1Kqg7oV27jBXLK SRkd0xvaxFDRn8qA2HjRkjJ2YJEWFj1DE7PY5appLuchDUOZU pfLsmd5cd7Y/V8mXBzUX5VwxEVlFyTwjqiA6HCTmFYtUtsCC RhWHrSRKaUUjhaANtFhLB1th3rhu8JDB34r9AN0/layiqqjq QM5EU+svEAh2EhV5TkVcBw9K3tR1EOZ1gFUDg8hDLsuMLgg2C BfkQZHF7lr/3CCnR4wixwrWuQF+A0mPma9PaRQh8sFq2df7e cATX3Ixy9j+7kE9dgkJJFNhcToJUnzX1+oe59XJ7u1pPfKa5s Wja02PePpa4uCIVQL5HjDxJOZ5kKrJPXxNyWg3YJlkZDQNEo 7zxh0/SRkJaUVOeJaRUGPvGDDQucFBxWepIuGCUJLSLCFFQq A3inyti94gJymPUsIl0JLr9MaG1sbqztD7imWGa987sKaOvAC 2sdOy6omEQd8nWnXFPpPQKudIpwQqSgVYZllxggga02DzDb0 QRBREsBmK6ZgRLYTkyKQl7ii/dsdUEBrHXJcczUjdEJ1ICQUV AxVVhrSvDl6lcJ8wUczxA1ioVHuKSj/j2gmPGZQYz3yeCFSz BvALgEwf+TjTqawnANuZLeQKLu8hJfAVaAN0scxmBeogzU01 WswQXXpFJteo1sL2p9C9BJgRvTzzzetoarSt255qI9aK9ZdQD dkMoqtiXuq3mCU9/I1G3mg0Bd34O0HR9ZAOqXSeABdLAbMJH lMuvUo5UzmD3OeFTYzQkemH4AZBXZpsJbySatUrkCKpGI3Jl mTIOkP+r7d6eTLanXbqgTUxRz+cy8BI8LUEogti/JBBTo4+bu RzRTPdjIpKNygAp5VmKzF46be1aGVKtUDkB/Kbw7qxhbjiUi f/zVYPGHWVCD84iTWv3aLxMRURa4+29dlL3x3/CMS3exq+a33 QSTFQN8Hc6VQcI+Md667d9BXLS2zRtaqXp9uBLRiJXslaG5a HnRkAlEr/TfWKw5us93FJMfTzHtk67+NNsnudbJOtBxXjKKi bEHq9Q4JuiJb3PoLWyUHjNAg42w5lWlQYW+hspgEwU/8d090J +dSK7bpbPdm53Zj2tt3SrADomSVe0GErfVmoV2zbS74u3QOc 9sTfGpC1GDkXLtCt6a7u+HGGJFk/ijzk2q+E64ZoGudWZ/R1 whNAR2fv/oSgCeF1XTNu67qtbCPJaBpNl3b1A37XBHxI6tlJ1 NL2D8ggjh2ZGWD/J5Locm0h2ZFn2pmJScxKlQa+0OKWrckPT ZcLfKBNLXr7zO7bomXKl0domOgcVhwuPfMKBCI2PiZV8RK6Ge xb6EM7rnsS7BJW09OeRX259tA91zWfttBAj2WxTy1kV7ORC8 w41IPEcOulnqCvA7tZJklP1h13gM2hZGuA53l1G0Ib+rZJE1 rNzE0TSBISt2Spy3vVtQuxathaN096PVsVRxjcXGIsE3uV6ro 6BrHdMLOvBSquFuau3I0RPX5mRYhR4yvUKUZIBScxhgImYvt SL5M+VxjxFnNds1/H3OPtShYX9EAUqCHY3x8V3wwwqI1ZHdYD sL0+pD0WG1tDr22wQ3Z50yz0QHRd/Bnwzl79zy/2pjtf7Xg/ 3xr5W/ZPgXPJ+cS56mw5nvOF4zuPnMfOnhM5jfOr85vz+8Yv G39s/LnxlyW9eKHl+cgZPBt//wNgBXDR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0l T5u3IaAZkUFXM3YYbNN3qcFI=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDtHDBBTdDtysS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q+uXP3wqSzmVcT2oi IrquchlSzjgu0prjL2vKwYzcOMPQuPvtXnz45ZJXkhnqhFyQ5 yOhM84RFV2Dq88nGg2KmSSV3SSvEoYyQvYpY1h1dGk52Jecj 5hdcuRk77PD68evlVEBfRPGdCRRmVct+blOqgbsU2bjCXrKT REZ2xfSwFzZk8qI0HDRljJyZJUeEjFDG7fY6a5lIu8hCUOVWp PHumN9ed7c9V8uVBzUU5V0xEVlEyz4gqiA4HiXnFIpUtsKBR xWEriVJa0UghaAMt1tLBVpg3rhs8ZPC3Yj9A908lq6gqqjqQ M9HU+gsEgp1ERZ5TEdfBg5I3dR2EeR1g1cAg8pDLMqMLgg3CB XlQZLG71j83yOkRo8ixgnVugN9A0mPm61MaRYh8sFr29X4e8 MSXXMwytr97UI9dQgLJVFicToIU3/X1usd5bbJ7e1qPvKZ58e h60yOevpY4OGKVQL4HTDyJeR6kanIPX1My2g1YJhkZTYOE47 xxx09SRkJakROeZSTU2DsGDHRucFDxWapIuCCUpDRLSJEQ6I 0iX+uiN8hJyqOUcAm05Dq9saG1sboz9L5imeHa9w6sqSMvgG3 stKx6ImHQ94lWXbHPJLTKOdIpgYpSAZZZVpwggsY02HxDLwQ RBRFshmI6ZkQLITkyaYk7yq/dMRWExjHXJUczUjdEJ1JCQcVA RZUh7auDVyncJ0wUc/wAFirVnqLSz7h2wmMGJcYznycC1awB /AIg00c+znQq6wnAdmYLuYLLe0gJfAXaAF0ss1mBOkhzU40W M0SXXpHJNaq1sP0pdC8BZkQvz3zzOpoabeu2p9qItWL9JVRDN oPoqpiX+i1mSQ9/o5E3Gk1BN/5OUHQ9pEMqnSfAxVLAbILHl EuvUs5UziD3eWETI3Rk+iG4QVCXJlsJr6Ra9QqkSCpGY7IpG bLOkP+tVi9PRrvTTj2wJuboh3MZGAm+lkB0QYwfMsjJ0ceNfK 5opptRUekGBeC00mwlBi/9thatTKkWiPxAfnNYN7YQV1zq5L /Z6gGjrhLhByex5rVbND6mImLt0bY+e+m74x+B+HZPw3etDzo pBuommDudimNkvGPdtZu+YnmJLbpW9fJ0O7AFI9ErWWvD8rA zA4BS6b+pXnF4k/U+LimGft4jm+d9vEl2t8g22XxQMY6Cugm hWx0SdEO0vPcRtE4OGqdBwNl2KNOiwthCZzMNgJn675juTsin VmzX3erJzu3GtLftlmYFQM8s8YIOW+nLQr1i217ydeke4LQn /taArMXIuXCBbk13dcePMyTJ+lHkIdd+JVw3RNM4NzujtwhP AB2dvfsTgiaE13XNuK3rtrKNJKNpNF3a1Q/4XRPwIalnJ1FL2 z8ggzh2ZGaA/Z9Iosu1hWRHnmlnJiYxK1Ua+EKLW7YmPzRdL vCBNrXo7TO7b4uWKV8eoWGic1hxuPTMKxCI2PiYVMVL6Gawb6 EP7bjuSbBLWE1Pexb15dpD91zXfNpCAz2WxT61kF3NRi4w41 APEsOtl3qCvg7sZpkkPVl33AE2h5KtAZ7n1W0IbejbJk1oNT M3TSBJSNySpS7vVdcuxKpha9086fVsVRxhcHOJsUzsVarr6hj EdsPMvhaouFqYu3I3RvT4mRUhRo2vUKcYIRWcxBgKmIjtS71 M+lxhxFvMdc1+HXOPtytZXNADUaCGYH9/VHwzwKA2ZnVYD8D2 +pD2WGxsDb22wQ7Z5U2z0APRdfFnwDt79T+/2JvufLXj/Xxr 5G+2/wouOZ8415xNx3O+cHznkfPY2XMip3F+dX5zft/4ZeOP jT83/rKkFy+0PB85g2fj738AgOlwgQ==</latexit>
wave model
<latexit sha1_base64="oHWK13rdyqJG06rJZLgtHY7ltfM =">AAANA3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpPSSm6HbFQlK0vWmKlDaypQilQugSE1bKU6jsT1ej2KPV57ZbLaWb3kNbkHiCnHLg/Rt+G bG3rWTLQhLuzueOf/nO+fMhtOMSzUavb50+a2333n3vSvvu1c3Pvjwo81rHz+TxayM2EFUZEX5IqSSZVywA8VVxl5MS0bzMG PPw5Nv9fnzU1ZKXoinajFlRzmdCJ7wiCpsHW9eDxQ7UzKp5vSUkbyIWVYfbw5GeyPzkIsLr1kM/E3HPE+Or119HcRFNMuZUFF GpTz0RlN1VNFS8ShjtRvMJJvS6IRO2CGWguZMHlXG+poMsROTpCjxEYqY3S5HRXMpF3kIypyqVJ4/05vrzg5nKvnyqOJiOlNM RFZRMsuIKogOBYl5ySKVLbCgUclhK4lSWtJIIWA9LdbS3laY164bPGLwt2Q/QPdPU1ZSVZRVICeirvQXCASbR0WeUxFXwcMpr 6sqCPMqwKqGQeQRl9OMLgg2CBfkYZHF7lr/3CCnJ4wivwrWuQF+A4mU+fqURhEiH6yWXb2fBzzxJReTjB3uH1VDl5BAMhUWZ 6MgxXd1s+pw3hjt3xlXA6+uXz6+WXeIx28kDk5YKZDvHhNPYp4HqRrdx9eYDPYDlklGBuMg4Tiv3eHTlJGQlmTOs4yEGnungI HODQ5KPkkVCReEkpRmCSkSAr1R5GtddIfMUx6lhEugJdfpjQ2tjdXdvvclywzXoXdkTR14AWxjZ9OyIxIGfZ9o1SX7TEKrnCG dEqiYKsAyy4o5ImhMg807eiGIKIhgExQSKkcLITkyaYlbyq/dIRWExjHX5UYzUtVEJ1JCQclARZUh7aqDVyncJ0wUM/wAFirV nqLKz7k25zGDEuOZzxOBStYAfgmQ6SMfZzqV1QhgO7eFXMHlA6QEvgJtgC6W2aRAHaS5qUaLGaJLr8jkGtVa2OEYupcAM6KX Z755HYyNtnXbY23EWrH+Eqohm0B0Wcym+i1mSQd/g4E3GIxBN/xOUHQ8pEMqnSfAxVLAbILHlEunUs5VTi/3eWETI3RkuiHYI ahLk62El1KtegVSJBWjMdmSDFlnyP92o5cng/1xqx5YEzP0w5kMjARfSyC6IIaPGOTk6OFGPlc0082oKHWDAnAaabYSg1d+U4 tWplQLRL4nvz6ualuIKy41/2+2qseoq0T4wTzWvHaLxqdURKw52tVnr3x3+CMQ3+xp+K71QSfFQN0Ec69VcYqMt6z7dtNXLJ9 ii65VvTzdDWzBSPRK1tiwPGzNAKBU+m+qVxzeaL2PS4q+n/fJ1kUfb5H9bbJLth6WjKOgbkHodosE3RAt7wMErZWDxmkQcL4d yrQoMbbQ2UwDYKb+W6Z7I/KpFdt2t2q0d6c27W23oVkB0DNLvKDDlvqiUK3Ydpd8bbp7OO2Iv90jazByIVygW9Nd3eGTDEmy fhR5yLVfCdcN0TTOrdbobcITQEdn78GIoAnhdV0zbuq6qWwjyWgajJd2dQN+zwS8T+rZSdTQdg9IL44tmRlg/yeS6HJNIdmRZ 9qZiUnMpioNfKHFLVuTH5ouF/hAm1p09pndt0XLlC9P0DDROaw4XHpmJQhEbHxMyuIVdDPYt9CHdlx3JNglrKZnHYu6cu2he6 FrPmuggR7LYp9ayK5mIxeYcagHieHWST1BXwd2s0ySjqy7bg+bfcnWAM/zqiaENvRNkya0nJibJpAkJG7IUpf3qmsXYtWwtW6 edHq2Kk4wuLnEWCb2KtV2dQxiu2FmXwNUXC3MPbkdI3r8TIoQo8ZXqFOMkBJOYgwFTMT2pVomfaYw4i3m2ma/jrnD25YsLue BKFBDsL87Kr7pYVAbszqsemB7c0g7LDa2hl7bYIfs8qZZ6IHouvgz4J2/+l9cHIz3vtrzfr498LfsnwLnivOJc8PZcjznC8d3 HjtPnAMnchbOr85vzu8bv2z8sfHnxl+W9PKlhue603s2/v4HDTBvCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oHWK13rdyqJG06rJZLgtHY7ltfM =">AAANA3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpPSSm6HbFQlK0vWmKlDaypQilQugSE1bKU6jsT1ej2KPV57ZbLaWb3kNbkHiCnHLg/Rt+G bG3rWTLQhLuzueOf/nO+fMhtOMSzUavb50+a2333n3vSvvu1c3Pvjwo81rHz+TxayM2EFUZEX5IqSSZVywA8VVxl5MS0bzMG PPw5Nv9fnzU1ZKXoinajFlRzmdCJ7wiCpsHW9eDxQ7UzKp5vSUkbyIWVYfbw5GeyPzkIsLr1kM/E3HPE+Or119HcRFNMuZUFF GpTz0RlN1VNFS8ShjtRvMJJvS6IRO2CGWguZMHlXG+poMsROTpCjxEYqY3S5HRXMpF3kIypyqVJ4/05vrzg5nKvnyqOJiOlNM RFZRMsuIKogOBYl5ySKVLbCgUclhK4lSWtJIIWA9LdbS3laY164bPGLwt2Q/QPdPU1ZSVZRVICeirvQXCASbR0WeUxFXwcMpr 6sqCPMqwKqGQeQRl9OMLgg2CBfkYZHF7lr/3CCnJ4wivwrWuQF+A4mU+fqURhEiH6yWXb2fBzzxJReTjB3uH1VDl5BAMhUWZ 6MgxXd1s+pw3hjt3xlXA6+uXz6+WXeIx28kDk5YKZDvHhNPYp4HqRrdx9eYDPYDlklGBuMg4Tiv3eHTlJGQlmTOs4yEGnungI HODQ5KPkkVCReEkpRmCSkSAr1R5GtddIfMUx6lhEugJdfpjQ2tjdXdvvclywzXoXdkTR14AWxjZ9OyIxIGfZ9o1SX7TEKrnCG dEqiYKsAyy4o5ImhMg807eiGIKIhgExQSKkcLITkyaYlbyq/dIRWExjHX5UYzUtVEJ1JCQclARZUh7aqDVyncJ0wUM/wAFirV nqLKz7k25zGDEuOZzxOBStYAfgmQ6SMfZzqV1QhgO7eFXMHlA6QEvgJtgC6W2aRAHaS5qUaLGaJLr8jkGtVa2OEYupcAM6KX Z755HYyNtnXbY23EWrH+Eqohm0B0Wcym+i1mSQd/g4E3GIxBN/xOUHQ8pEMqnSfAxVLAbILHlEunUs5VTi/3eWETI3RkuiHYI ahLk62El1KtegVSJBWjMdmSDFlnyP92o5cng/1xqx5YEzP0w5kMjARfSyC6IIaPGOTk6OFGPlc0082oKHWDAnAaabYSg1d+U4 tWplQLRL4nvz6ualuIKy41/2+2qseoq0T4wTzWvHaLxqdURKw52tVnr3x3+CMQ3+xp+K71QSfFQN0Ec69VcYqMt6z7dtNXLJ9 ii65VvTzdDWzBSPRK1tiwPGzNAKBU+m+qVxzeaL2PS4q+n/fJ1kUfb5H9bbJLth6WjKOgbkHodosE3RAt7wMErZWDxmkQcL4d yrQoMbbQ2UwDYKb+W6Z7I/KpFdt2t2q0d6c27W23oVkB0DNLvKDDlvqiUK3Ydpd8bbp7OO2Iv90jazByIVygW9Nd3eGTDEmy fhR5yLVfCdcN0TTOrdbobcITQEdn78GIoAnhdV0zbuq6qWwjyWgajJd2dQN+zwS8T+rZSdTQdg9IL44tmRlg/yeS6HJNIdmRZ 9qZiUnMpioNfKHFLVuTH5ouF/hAm1p09pndt0XLlC9P0DDROaw4XHpmJQhEbHxMyuIVdDPYt9CHdlx3JNglrKZnHYu6cu2he6 FrPmuggR7LYp9ayK5mIxeYcagHieHWST1BXwd2s0ySjqy7bg+bfcnWAM/zqiaENvRNkya0nJibJpAkJG7IUpf3qmsXYtWwtW6 edHq2Kk4wuLnEWCb2KtV2dQxiu2FmXwNUXC3MPbkdI3r8TIoQo8ZXqFOMkBJOYgwFTMT2pVomfaYw4i3m2ma/jrnD25YsLue BKFBDsL87Kr7pYVAbszqsemB7c0g7LDa2hl7bYIfs8qZZ6IHouvgz4J2/+l9cHIz3vtrzfr498LfsnwLnivOJc8PZcjznC8d3 HjtPnAMnchbOr85vzu8bv2z8sfHnxl+W9PKlhue603s2/v4HDTBvCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oHWK13rdyqJG06rJZLgtHY7ltfM =">AAANA3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpPSSm6HbFQlK0vWmKlDaypQilQugSE1bKU6jsT1ej2KPV57ZbLaWb3kNbkHiCnHLg/Rt+G bG3rWTLQhLuzueOf/nO+fMhtOMSzUavb50+a2333n3vSvvu1c3Pvjwo81rHz+TxayM2EFUZEX5IqSSZVywA8VVxl5MS0bzMG PPw5Nv9fnzU1ZKXoinajFlRzmdCJ7wiCpsHW9eDxQ7UzKp5vSUkbyIWVYfbw5GeyPzkIsLr1kM/E3HPE+Or119HcRFNMuZUFF GpTz0RlN1VNFS8ShjtRvMJJvS6IRO2CGWguZMHlXG+poMsROTpCjxEYqY3S5HRXMpF3kIypyqVJ4/05vrzg5nKvnyqOJiOlNM RFZRMsuIKogOBYl5ySKVLbCgUclhK4lSWtJIIWA9LdbS3laY164bPGLwt2Q/QPdPU1ZSVZRVICeirvQXCASbR0WeUxFXwcMpr 6sqCPMqwKqGQeQRl9OMLgg2CBfkYZHF7lr/3CCnJ4wivwrWuQF+A4mU+fqURhEiH6yWXb2fBzzxJReTjB3uH1VDl5BAMhUWZ 6MgxXd1s+pw3hjt3xlXA6+uXz6+WXeIx28kDk5YKZDvHhNPYp4HqRrdx9eYDPYDlklGBuMg4Tiv3eHTlJGQlmTOs4yEGnungI HODQ5KPkkVCReEkpRmCSkSAr1R5GtddIfMUx6lhEugJdfpjQ2tjdXdvvclywzXoXdkTR14AWxjZ9OyIxIGfZ9o1SX7TEKrnCG dEqiYKsAyy4o5ImhMg807eiGIKIhgExQSKkcLITkyaYlbyq/dIRWExjHX5UYzUtVEJ1JCQclARZUh7aqDVyncJ0wUM/wAFirV nqLKz7k25zGDEuOZzxOBStYAfgmQ6SMfZzqV1QhgO7eFXMHlA6QEvgJtgC6W2aRAHaS5qUaLGaJLr8jkGtVa2OEYupcAM6KX Z755HYyNtnXbY23EWrH+Eqohm0B0Wcym+i1mSQd/g4E3GIxBN/xOUHQ8pEMqnSfAxVLAbILHlEunUs5VTi/3eWETI3RkuiHYI ahLk62El1KtegVSJBWjMdmSDFlnyP92o5cng/1xqx5YEzP0w5kMjARfSyC6IIaPGOTk6OFGPlc0082oKHWDAnAaabYSg1d+U4 tWplQLRL4nvz6ualuIKy41/2+2qseoq0T4wTzWvHaLxqdURKw52tVnr3x3+CMQ3+xp+K71QSfFQN0Ec69VcYqMt6z7dtNXLJ9 ii65VvTzdDWzBSPRK1tiwPGzNAKBU+m+qVxzeaL2PS4q+n/fJ1kUfb5H9bbJLth6WjKOgbkHodosE3RAt7wMErZWDxmkQcL4d yrQoMbbQ2UwDYKb+W6Z7I/KpFdt2t2q0d6c27W23oVkB0DNLvKDDlvqiUK3Ydpd8bbp7OO2Iv90jazByIVygW9Nd3eGTDEmy fhR5yLVfCdcN0TTOrdbobcITQEdn78GIoAnhdV0zbuq6qWwjyWgajJd2dQN+zwS8T+rZSdTQdg9IL44tmRlg/yeS6HJNIdmRZ 9qZiUnMpioNfKHFLVuTH5ouF/hAm1p09pndt0XLlC9P0DDROaw4XHpmJQhEbHxMyuIVdDPYt9CHdlx3JNglrKZnHYu6cu2he6 FrPmuggR7LYp9ayK5mIxeYcagHieHWST1BXwd2s0ySjqy7bg+bfcnWAM/zqiaENvRNkya0nJibJpAkJG7IUpf3qmsXYtWwtW6 edHq2Kk4wuLnEWCb2KtV2dQxiu2FmXwNUXC3MPbkdI3r8TIoQo8ZXqFOMkBJOYgwFTMT2pVomfaYw4i3m2ma/jrnD25YsLue BKFBDsL87Kr7pYVAbszqsemB7c0g7LDa2hl7bYIfs8qZZ6IHouvgz4J2/+l9cHIz3vtrzfr498LfsnwLnivOJc8PZcjznC8d3 HjtPnAMnchbOr85vzu8bv2z8sfHnxl+W9PKlhue603s2/v4HDTBvCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2Y/m7EdCOFu423NYRTQH4UHD0dU =">AAANA3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDtPSSm6HbFQlq0vWmKlDaypQglQugSE1bKU6jsT1ej2KPV57ZbDaWb3kNbkHiCnHLg/Rt+G bG3rWTLQhLuzueOf/nO+fMhtOMSzUavb50+a2333n3vSvvu1c3Pvjwo2vXP34ui1kZsf2oyIryZUgly7hg+4qrjL2clozmYc ZehMff6vMXJ6yUvBDP1GLKDnM6ETzhEVXYOrp2I1DsVMmkmtMTRvIiZll9dG0w2hmZh1xceM1i4DTP06PrV18HcRHNciZUlFE pD7zRVB1WtFQ8yljtBjPJpjQ6phN2gKWgOZOHlbG+JkPsxCQpSnyEIma3y1HRXMpFHoIypyqV58/05rqzg5lKvjysuJjOFBOR VZTMMqIKokNBYl6ySGULLGhUcthKopSWNFIIWE+LtbS3Fea16wZ7DP6W7Afo/mnKSqqKsgrkRNSV/gKBYPOoyHMq4ip4POV1V QVhXgVY1TCI7HE5zeiCYINwQR4XWeyu9c8NcnrMKPKrYJ0b4DeQSJmvT2kUIfLBatnV+3nAE19yMcnYwe5hNXQJCSRTYXE6C lJ8V7eqDufN0e69cTXw6vrVk1t1h3j8RuLgmJUC+e4x8STmeZCq0UN8jclgN2CZZGQwDhKO89odPksZCWlJ5jzLSKixdwIY6N zgoOSTVJFwQShJaZaQIiHQG0W+1kVvk3nKo5RwCbTkOr2xobWxut/3vmSZ4TrwDq2pAy+Abex0WnZEwqDvE626ZJ9JaJUzpFM CFVMFWGZZMUcEjWmw+bZeCCIKItgEhYTK0UJIjkxa4pbya3dIBaFxzHW50YxUNdGJlFBQMlBRZUi76uBVCvcJE8UMP4CFSrWn qPJzrs15zKDEeObzRKCSNYBfAWT6yMeZTmU1AtjObSFXcHkfKYGvQBugi2U2KVAHaW6q0WKG6NIrMrlGtRZ2MIbuJcCM6OWZ b14HY6Nt3fZYG7FWrL+EasgmEF0Ws6l+i1nSwd9g4A0GY9ANvxMUHQ/pkErnCXCxFDCb4DHl0qmUc5XTy31e2MQIHZluCG4T1 KXJVsJLqVa9AimSitGYbEqGrDPkf6vRy5PB7rhVD6yJGfrhTAZGgq8lEF0Qwz0GOTl6uJHPFc10MypK3aAAnEaarcTgzG9q0c qUaoHI9+TXR1VtC3HFpeb/zVb1GHWVCD+Yx5rXbtH4hIqINUfb+uzMd4c/AvHNnobvWh90UgzUTTB3WhUnyHjLums3fcXyKbb oWtXL0+3AFoxEr2SNDcvD1gwASqX/pnrF4Y3W+7ik6Pv5kGxe9PEO2d0i22Tzcck4CuoOhG61SNAN0fI+QtBaOWicBgHn26FM ixJjC53NNABm6r9lejAin1qxbXerRjv3atPethuaFQA9s8QLOmypLwrVim17ydemu4fTjvi7PbIGIxfCBbo13dUdPs2QJOtH kYdc+5Vw3RBN49xsjd4iPAF0dPYejQiaEF7XNeOmrpvKNpKMpsF4aVc34A9MwPuknp1EDW33gPTi2JKZAfZ/Ioku1xSSHXmmn ZmYxGyq0sAXWtyyNfmh6XKBD7SpRWef2X1btEz58hgNE53DisOlZ1aCQMTGx6QszqCbwb6FPrTjuiPBLmE1Pe1Y1JVrD90LXf N5Aw30WBb71EJ2NRu5wIxDPUgMt07qCfo6sJtlknRk3Xd72OxLtgZ4nlc1IbShb5o0oeXE3DSBJCFxQ5a6vFdduxCrhq1186T Ts1VxjMHNJcYysVeptqtjENsNM/saoOJqYe7J7RjR42dShBg1vkKdYoSUcBJjKGAiti/VMukzhRFvMdc2+3XMHd62ZHE5D0S BGoL93VHxTQ+D2pjVYdUD25tD2mGxsTX02gY7ZJc3zUIPRNfFnwHv/NX/4mJ/vPPVjvfz3YG/2fwruOJ84tx0Nh3P+cLxnSfO U2ffiZyF86vzm/P7xi8bf2z8ufGXJb18qeG54fSejb//AS4Ubrg=</latexit>
c
<latexit sha1_base64="9KobMqp/oOeMwbpGaR23dQYkOJ8 =">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3PI2fRu+mb ETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nUvb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY 2Ov9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNy+ueOO9sXnI+YXfLrzgimOexy+uXn4VJmU8L5hQcU6lPPTHM3VU00r xOGeNG84lm9H4mE7ZIZaCFkwe1cbkhoywk5C0rPARipjdPkdNCymXRQRKY+LZM7256exwrtIvjmouZnPFRGwVpfOcqJJo/0nC KxarfIkFjSsOW0mc0YrGClEaaLGWDraionHd8CGDvxX7Hrp/nLGKqrKqQzkVTa2/QCDYIi6LgoqkDh/MeFPXYVTUIVYNDCIPu ZzldEmwQbggD8o8cTf65yI9x4wiqQrWuSF+Q0lPWKBPaRwj8uF62df7WcjTQHIxzdnh/lE9cgkJJVNReToOM3zX1+se57Xx/ u1J7flN8/zR9aZHPHktcXjMKoF8D5h4mvAizNT4Hr4mxNsPWS4Z8SZhynHeuKOfM0YiWpEFz3MSMVKUJ4CBzg0OKj7NFImWhJ KM5ikpUwK9cRxoXfQGWWQ8zgiXQEuh05sYWhurO0PvK5YbrkP/yJrq+SFsY6ezqicSBn2XatUV+1RCq5wjnRKomCnAMs/LBSJ oTIPNN/RCEFESwaaonhNGtBBSIJOWuKP8yh1RQWiScF1jNCd1Q3QiJRRUDFRUGdK+OniVwX3CRDnHD2ChMu0pSvuMawueMCgx ngU8FexUaQA/B8j0UYAzncp6DLCd2UKu4PIBUgJfgTZAF8t8WqIOssJUo8UM0aVX5nKDai3scALdK4AZ0auzwLx6E6Nt0/ZE G7FRbLCCasSmEF2V85l+S1jaw5/n+Z43Ad3oW0HR5pAOqXSeABdLAbMJHlMuvUo5UzmD3BelTYzQkemH4AZBXZpspbySat0rk CKpGE3ItmTIOkP+d1q9PPX2J516YE3M0Q/nMjQSAi2B6IIYPWSQU6BxG/lc0Vw3o7LSDQrAaaXZSgxfBm0tWplSLRH5gfzmRd 3YQlxzqcV/s9UDRl0lIggXiea1WzQ5oSJm7dGuPnsZuKMfgPh2T8N3ow86KQbqJph7nYoTZLxj3bebgWLFDFt0o+rV6W5oC0a iV7LWhtVhZwYApbJ/U73m8MebfVxRDP28R7bP+3iT7O+QXbL9oGIcBXUTQnc6JOiGaHnvI2idHDROg4Cz7VBmZYWxhc5mGgAz 9d8x3R2TT6zYrrvV473bjWlvuy3NGoC+WeIFHbbSt4N6zba74uvSPcBpT/ytAVmLkXPhAt2G7uqOHudIkvWjLCKu/Uq5boim cW53Ru8QngI6Onv3xwRNCK+bmnFb121lG0lGkzdZ2dUP+F0T8CGpbydRS9s/IIM4dmRmgP2fSKLLtYVkR55pZyYmCZupLAyEF rdqTUFkulwYAG1q2dtndt8WLVOBPEbDROew4nDpmVcgEInxMa3Kl9DNYN9SH9px3ZNgl7CanvYs6su1h+65rvmkhQZ6LEsCai G7no1cYMahHiSGWy/1BH0d2M1zSXqy7rgDbA4lWwN836/bENrQt02a0GpqbppAkpC4Fktd3uuuXYp1w9a6edrr2ao8xuDmEmO Z2KtU19UxiO2GmX0tUHG1MJfjbozo8TMtI4yaQKFOMUIqOIkxFDKR2Jd6lfS5woi3mOua/SbmHm9XsriRh6JEDcH+/qj4eoB Bbcz6sB6A7fUh7bHY2Bp6bYMdsqubZqkHouviz4B/9up/fnEw2ftyz//plhds2z8FziXnY+eas+34zudO4DxyHjsHTuwI51fn N+f3rXrrj60/t/6ypBcvtDwfOYNn6+9/ABGDauE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9KobMqp/oOeMwbpGaR23dQYkOJ8 =">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3PI2fRu+mb ETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nUvb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY 2Ov9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNy+ueOO9sXnI+YXfLrzgimOexy+uXn4VJmU8L5hQcU6lPPTHM3VU00r xOGeNG84lm9H4mE7ZIZaCFkwe1cbkhoywk5C0rPARipjdPkdNCymXRQRKY+LZM7256exwrtIvjmouZnPFRGwVpfOcqJJo/0nC KxarfIkFjSsOW0mc0YrGClEaaLGWDraionHd8CGDvxX7Hrp/nLGKqrKqQzkVTa2/QCDYIi6LgoqkDh/MeFPXYVTUIVYNDCIPu ZzldEmwQbggD8o8cTf65yI9x4wiqQrWuSF+Q0lPWKBPaRwj8uF62df7WcjTQHIxzdnh/lE9cgkJJVNReToOM3zX1+se57Xx/ u1J7flN8/zR9aZHPHktcXjMKoF8D5h4mvAizNT4Hr4mxNsPWS4Z8SZhynHeuKOfM0YiWpEFz3MSMVKUJ4CBzg0OKj7NFImWhJ KM5ikpUwK9cRxoXfQGWWQ8zgiXQEuh05sYWhurO0PvK5YbrkP/yJrq+SFsY6ezqicSBn2XatUV+1RCq5wjnRKomCnAMs/LBSJ oTIPNN/RCEFESwaaonhNGtBBSIJOWuKP8yh1RQWiScF1jNCd1Q3QiJRRUDFRUGdK+OniVwX3CRDnHD2ChMu0pSvuMawueMCgx ngU8FexUaQA/B8j0UYAzncp6DLCd2UKu4PIBUgJfgTZAF8t8WqIOssJUo8UM0aVX5nKDai3scALdK4AZ0auzwLx6E6Nt0/ZE G7FRbLCCasSmEF2V85l+S1jaw5/n+Z43Ad3oW0HR5pAOqXSeABdLAbMJHlMuvUo5UzmD3BelTYzQkemH4AZBXZpspbySat0rk CKpGE3ItmTIOkP+d1q9PPX2J516YE3M0Q/nMjQSAi2B6IIYPWSQU6BxG/lc0Vw3o7LSDQrAaaXZSgxfBm0tWplSLRH5gfzmRd 3YQlxzqcV/s9UDRl0lIggXiea1WzQ5oSJm7dGuPnsZuKMfgPh2T8N3ow86KQbqJph7nYoTZLxj3bebgWLFDFt0o+rV6W5oC0a iV7LWhtVhZwYApbJ/U73m8MebfVxRDP28R7bP+3iT7O+QXbL9oGIcBXUTQnc6JOiGaHnvI2idHDROg4Cz7VBmZYWxhc5mGgAz 9d8x3R2TT6zYrrvV473bjWlvuy3NGoC+WeIFHbbSt4N6zba74uvSPcBpT/ytAVmLkXPhAt2G7uqOHudIkvWjLCKu/Uq5boim cW53Ru8QngI6Onv3xwRNCK+bmnFb121lG0lGkzdZ2dUP+F0T8CGpbydRS9s/IIM4dmRmgP2fSKLLtYVkR55pZyYmCZupLAyEF rdqTUFkulwYAG1q2dtndt8WLVOBPEbDROew4nDpmVcgEInxMa3Kl9DNYN9SH9px3ZNgl7CanvYs6su1h+65rvmkhQZ6LEsCai G7no1cYMahHiSGWy/1BH0d2M1zSXqy7rgDbA4lWwN836/bENrQt02a0GpqbppAkpC4Fktd3uuuXYp1w9a6edrr2ao8xuDmEmO Z2KtU19UxiO2GmX0tUHG1MJfjbozo8TMtI4yaQKFOMUIqOIkxFDKR2Jd6lfS5woi3mOua/SbmHm9XsriRh6JEDcH+/qj4eoB Bbcz6sB6A7fUh7bHY2Bp6bYMdsqubZqkHouviz4B/9up/fnEw2ftyz//plhds2z8FziXnY+eas+34zudO4DxyHjsHTuwI51fn N+f3rXrrj60/t/6ypBcvtDwfOYNn6+9/ABGDauE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9KobMqp/oOeMwbpGaR23dQYkOJ8 =">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3PI2fRu+mb ETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nUvb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY 2Ov9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNy+ueOO9sXnI+YXfLrzgimOexy+uXn4VJmU8L5hQcU6lPPTHM3VU00r xOGeNG84lm9H4mE7ZIZaCFkwe1cbkhoywk5C0rPARipjdPkdNCymXRQRKY+LZM7256exwrtIvjmouZnPFRGwVpfOcqJJo/0nC KxarfIkFjSsOW0mc0YrGClEaaLGWDraionHd8CGDvxX7Hrp/nLGKqrKqQzkVTa2/QCDYIi6LgoqkDh/MeFPXYVTUIVYNDCIPu ZzldEmwQbggD8o8cTf65yI9x4wiqQrWuSF+Q0lPWKBPaRwj8uF62df7WcjTQHIxzdnh/lE9cgkJJVNReToOM3zX1+se57Xx/ u1J7flN8/zR9aZHPHktcXjMKoF8D5h4mvAizNT4Hr4mxNsPWS4Z8SZhynHeuKOfM0YiWpEFz3MSMVKUJ4CBzg0OKj7NFImWhJ KM5ikpUwK9cRxoXfQGWWQ8zgiXQEuh05sYWhurO0PvK5YbrkP/yJrq+SFsY6ezqicSBn2XatUV+1RCq5wjnRKomCnAMs/LBSJ oTIPNN/RCEFESwaaonhNGtBBSIJOWuKP8yh1RQWiScF1jNCd1Q3QiJRRUDFRUGdK+OniVwX3CRDnHD2ChMu0pSvuMawueMCgx ngU8FexUaQA/B8j0UYAzncp6DLCd2UKu4PIBUgJfgTZAF8t8WqIOssJUo8UM0aVX5nKDai3scALdK4AZ0auzwLx6E6Nt0/ZE G7FRbLCCasSmEF2V85l+S1jaw5/n+Z43Ad3oW0HR5pAOqXSeABdLAbMJHlMuvUo5UzmD3BelTYzQkemH4AZBXZpspbySat0rk CKpGE3ItmTIOkP+d1q9PPX2J516YE3M0Q/nMjQSAi2B6IIYPWSQU6BxG/lc0Vw3o7LSDQrAaaXZSgxfBm0tWplSLRH5gfzmRd 3YQlxzqcV/s9UDRl0lIggXiea1WzQ5oSJm7dGuPnsZuKMfgPh2T8N3ow86KQbqJph7nYoTZLxj3bebgWLFDFt0o+rV6W5oC0a iV7LWhtVhZwYApbJ/U73m8MebfVxRDP28R7bP+3iT7O+QXbL9oGIcBXUTQnc6JOiGaHnvI2idHDROg4Cz7VBmZYWxhc5mGgAz 9d8x3R2TT6zYrrvV473bjWlvuy3NGoC+WeIFHbbSt4N6zba74uvSPcBpT/ytAVmLkXPhAt2G7uqOHudIkvWjLCKu/Uq5boim cW53Ru8QngI6Onv3xwRNCK+bmnFb121lG0lGkzdZ2dUP+F0T8CGpbydRS9s/IIM4dmRmgP2fSKLLtYVkR55pZyYmCZupLAyEF rdqTUFkulwYAG1q2dtndt8WLVOBPEbDROew4nDpmVcgEInxMa3Kl9DNYN9SH9px3ZNgl7CanvYs6su1h+65rvmkhQZ6LEsCai G7no1cYMahHiSGWy/1BH0d2M1zSXqy7rgDbA4lWwN836/bENrQt02a0GpqbppAkpC4Fktd3uuuXYp1w9a6edrr2ao8xuDmEmO Z2KtU19UxiO2GmX0tUHG1MJfjbozo8TMtI4yaQKFOMUIqOIkxFDKR2Jd6lfS5woi3mOua/SbmHm9XsriRh6JEDcH+/qj4eoB Bbcz6sB6A7fUh7bHY2Bp6bYMdsqubZqkHouviz4B/9up/fnEw2ftyz//plhds2z8FziXnY+eas+34zudO4DxyHjsHTuwI51fn N+f3rXrrj60/t/6ypBcvtDwfOYNn6+9/ABGDauE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AOtdrbx5/Q/V2cwyRHF1Ug6NxHE =">AAAM+HiclVfdjttEFHbLX3EXaOGSm6FuxC7qbuNsVaC0lSlFKhdAkdi2Yr2txvY4Hq09jjyTzaaW34JbkLhC3PI2fRu+mb ETezcFYSnJeOb8n++cM4lmOZdqPH514eIbb7719juX3nUvb733/gdXrn74RJbzKmYHcZmX1bOISpZzwQ4UVzl7NqsYLaKcPY 2Ov9HnT09YJXkpflbLGTsq6FTwlMdUYeuXsKAqk2kdNy+ueOO9sXnI+YXfLjynfR6/uHr5VZiU8bxgQsU5lfLQH8/UUU0rxeO cNW44l2xG42M6ZYdYCloweVQbkxsywk5C0rLCRyhidvscNS2kXBYRKI2JZ8/05qazw7lKvziquZjNFROxVZTOc6JKov0nCa9Y rPIlFjSuOGwlcUYrGitEaaDFWjrYiorGdcOHDP5W7Hvo/nHGKqrKqg7lVDS1/gKBYIu4LAoqkjp8MONNXYdRUYdYNTCIPORyl tMlwQbhgjwo88Td6J+L9BwziqQqWOeG+A0lPWGBPqVxjMiH62Vf72chTwPJxTRnh/tH9cglJJRMReXpOMzwXV+ve5zXxvu3J 7XnN83zR9ebHvHktcThMasE8j1g4mnCizBT43v4mhBvP2S5ZMSbhCnHeeOOfs4YiWhFFjzPScRIUZ4ABjo3OKj4NFMkWhJKMp qnpEwJ9MZxoHXRG2SR8TgjXAIthU5vYmhtrO4Mva9YbrgO/SNrqueHsI2dzqqeSBj0XapVV+xTCa1yjnRKoGKmAMs8LxeIoDE NNt/QC0FESQSbonpOGNFCSIFMWuKO8it3RAWhScJ1jdGc1A3RiZRQUDFQUWVI++rgVQb3CRPlHD+Ahcq0pyjtM64teMKgxHgW 8FSwU6UB/Bwg00cBznQq6zHAdmYLuYLLB0gJfAXaAF0s82mJOsgKU40WM0SXXpnLDaq1sMMJdK8AZkSvzgLz6k2Mtk3bE23E RrHBCqoRm0J0Vc5n+i1haQ9/nud73gR0o28FRZtDOqTSeQJcLAXMJnhMufQq5UzlDHJflDYxQkemH4IbBHVpspXySqp1r0CKp GI0IduSIesM+d9p9fLU25906oE1MUc/nMvQSAi0BKILYvSQQU6Bxm3kc0Vz3YzKSjcoAKeVZisxfBm0tWhlSrVE5Afymxd1Yw txzaUW/81WDxh1lYggXCSa127R5ISKmLVHu/rsZeCOfgDi2z0N340+6KQYqJtg7nUqTpDxjnXfbgaKFTNs0Y2qV6e7oS0YiV7 JWhtWh50ZAJTK/k31msMfb/ZxRTH08x7ZPu/jTbK/Q3bJ9oOKcRTUTQjd6ZCgG6LlvY+gdXLQOA0CzrZDmZUVxhY6m2kAzNR/ x3R3TD6xYrvuVo/3bjemve22NGsA+maJF3TYSt8O6jXb7oqvS/cApz3xtwZkLUbOhQt0G7qrO3qcI0nWj7KIuPYr5bohmsa5 3Rm9Q3gK6Ojs3R8TNCG8bmrGbV23lW0kGU3eZGVXP+B3TcCHpL6dRC1t/4AM4tiRmQH2fyKJLtcWkh15pp2ZmCRsprIwEFrcq jUFkelyYQC0qWVvn9l9W7RMBfIYDROdw4rDpWdegUAkxse0Kl9CN4N9S31ox3VPgl3Canras6gv1x6657rmkxYa6LEsCaiF7H o2coEZh3qQGG691BP0dWA3zyXpybrjDrA5lGwN8H2/bkNoQ982aUKrqblpAklC4losdXmvu3Yp1g1b6+Zpr2er8hiDm0uMZWK vUl1XxyC2G2b2tUDF1cJcjrsxosfPtIwwagKFOsUIqeAkxlDIRGJf6lXS5woj3mKua/abmHu8XcniRh6KEjUE+/uj4usBBrU x68N6ALbXh7THYmNr6LUNdsiubpqlHoiuiz8D/tmr//nFwWTvyz3/p1tesN3+K7jkfOxcc7Yd3/ncCZxHzmPnwIkd4fzq/Ob8 vlVv/bH159ZflvTihZbnI2fwbP39DzJnapE=</latexit>
c = F(a, b)
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nonpersistence
<latexit sha1_base64="S2nufQ+MdTP1OxDrMbGMxHoRSwU=">AAAN B3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpHDBBTdDtysSlKTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FHq88s9lsLb8Ar8EtSFwhbnmMvg3fzNi7drIFsVJ2xzNnzu 93vuOE04xLNRq9unT5jTffevudK++6Vzfee/+DzWsfPpXFrIzYQVRkRfk8pJJlXLADxVXGnk9LRvMwY8/Ck2/1+bNTVkpeiCdqMWVHOZ0InvCIK mwdb34cKHamZFKJQky1nFRMRKw+3hyM9kbmQy4uvGYx8Dcd83l8fO3qqyAuolnOhIoyKuWhN5qqo4qWikcZq91gJtmURid0wg6xFDRn8qgyEdR kiJ2YJEWJP6GI2e3eqGgu5SIPIZlTlcrzZ3pz3dnhTCVfHlVcTGc6LmsomWVEFUSng8S8ZJHKFljQqOTwlUQpLWmkkIyeFetpbyvMa9cNHjLEW7 IfYPsnpJCqoqwCORF1pb8gINg8KvKcirgKHkx5XVVBmFcBVjUcIg+5nGZ0QbBBuCAPiix218bnBjk9YRQ1VvDODfAbSHrKfH1KowiZD1bLrt3P A574kotJxg73j6qhS0ggmQqLs1GQ4ru6UXVuXh/t3x5XA6+uXzy6UXeEx68VDk5YKVDv3iWexDwPUjW6h68xGewHLJOMDMZBwnFeu8MnKSMhLcm cZxkJGcmLU8BA1wYHJZ+kioQLQklKs4QUCYHdKPK1LbpD5imPUsIl0JLr8sZG1ubqTj/6kmXm1qF3ZF0deAF8Y2fTsqMSDn2faNMl+0zCqpzpj gAqpgqwzLJijgwa1+Dzjl4IIgoi2ATNdMqIVkJyVNIKt5Jfu0MqCI1jrluOZqSqiS6khIGSQYoqI9o1h6hShE+YKGb4ASxUqiNFp58Lbc5jBiM mMp8nAt2sAfwCINNHPs50KasRwHZuC7VCyAcoCWIF2gBdLLNJgT5Ic9ONFjNEt16RyTWmtbLDMWwvAWZUL8988zgYG2vrtsfaibVq/SVUQzaB6r KYTfVTzJIO/gYDbzAYQ274naBgPZRDKl0nwMVKwG2Cj2mXTqec65xe7fPCFkbozHRTsEPQl6ZaCS+lWnEFSgTmpDHZkgxVZ6j/dmOXJ4P9cWse WBMz8OFMBkaDrzUQ3RDDhwx6cvC40c8VzTQZFaUmKACn0WY7MXjpN71odUq1QOZ7+uvjqraNuLql5v99repd1F0i/GAe67t2i8anFCOiOdrVZy9 9d/gjEN/safiujUEXxUDdJHOvNXGKirdX9+2mr1g+xRZda3p5uhvYhpHgStb4sDxs3QCgVPpvplc3vNH6GJcS/Tjvka2LMd4k+9tkl2w9KBlHQ 92E0u0WCZoQ7d37SFqrB8RpEHCeDmValBhbYDZDAMz0f3vp7oh8atW27FaN9m7Xht52G5kVAD2zxAMYttQvC9Xq2u7yXlvuHk476m/1xBqMXEgX 5Nawqzt8nKFINo4iD7mOK+GaEA1xbrVObxOeADq6evdHBCSEx3Vk3PR109lGk7E0GC/96ib8rkl4X9Szk6iR7R6QXh5bMTPA/k8mwXJNI9mRZ+ jM5CRmU5UGvtDqltTkh4blAh9oU4vOPrP7tmmZ8uUJCBPMYdXhpWdWQkDEJsakLF7CNoN/C31ox3VHg13Ca3rW8air1x66F1jzaQMNcCyLfWohu 5qNXGDGoR8khlun9AS8DuxmmSQdXXfcHjb7mq0DnudVTQpt6huSJrScmDdNIEnod1ap23vF2oVYEba2zZMOZ6viBIObS4xlYl+lWlbHILYbZvY 1QMWrhXlXbseIHj+TIsSo8RX6FCOkRJAYQwETsX2olkWfKYx4i7mW7Ndd7txtWxYv6IEo0EPwvzsqvulhUDuzOqx6YHt9SjtXbG6NvPbBDtnlm2 ahB6Lr4p8B7/yr/8XFwXjvqz3v51sDf8f+U+BccT5xrjtbjud84fjOI+exc+BETu386vzm/L7xy8YfG39u/GVFL19q7nzk9D4bf/8Doo5xQA== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S2nufQ+MdTP1OxDrMbGMxHoRSwU=">AAAN B3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpHDBBTdDtysSlKTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FHq88s9lsLb8Ar8EtSFwhbnmMvg3fzNi7drIFsVJ2xzNnzu 93vuOE04xLNRq9unT5jTffevudK++6Vzfee/+DzWsfPpXFrIzYQVRkRfk8pJJlXLADxVXGnk9LRvMwY8/Ck2/1+bNTVkpeiCdqMWVHOZ0InvCIK mwdb34cKHamZFKJQky1nFRMRKw+3hyM9kbmQy4uvGYx8Dcd83l8fO3qqyAuolnOhIoyKuWhN5qqo4qWikcZq91gJtmURid0wg6xFDRn8qgyEdR kiJ2YJEWJP6GI2e3eqGgu5SIPIZlTlcrzZ3pz3dnhTCVfHlVcTGc6LmsomWVEFUSng8S8ZJHKFljQqOTwlUQpLWmkkIyeFetpbyvMa9cNHjLEW7 IfYPsnpJCqoqwCORF1pb8gINg8KvKcirgKHkx5XVVBmFcBVjUcIg+5nGZ0QbBBuCAPiix218bnBjk9YRQ1VvDODfAbSHrKfH1KowiZD1bLrt3P A574kotJxg73j6qhS0ggmQqLs1GQ4ru6UXVuXh/t3x5XA6+uXzy6UXeEx68VDk5YKVDv3iWexDwPUjW6h68xGewHLJOMDMZBwnFeu8MnKSMhLcm cZxkJGcmLU8BA1wYHJZ+kioQLQklKs4QUCYHdKPK1LbpD5imPUsIl0JLr8sZG1ubqTj/6kmXm1qF3ZF0deAF8Y2fTsqMSDn2faNMl+0zCqpzpj gAqpgqwzLJijgwa1+Dzjl4IIgoi2ATNdMqIVkJyVNIKt5Jfu0MqCI1jrluOZqSqiS6khIGSQYoqI9o1h6hShE+YKGb4ASxUqiNFp58Lbc5jBiM mMp8nAt2sAfwCINNHPs50KasRwHZuC7VCyAcoCWIF2gBdLLNJgT5Ic9ONFjNEt16RyTWmtbLDMWwvAWZUL8988zgYG2vrtsfaibVq/SVUQzaB6r KYTfVTzJIO/gYDbzAYQ274naBgPZRDKl0nwMVKwG2Cj2mXTqec65xe7fPCFkbozHRTsEPQl6ZaCS+lWnEFSgTmpDHZkgxVZ6j/dmOXJ4P9cWse WBMz8OFMBkaDrzUQ3RDDhwx6cvC40c8VzTQZFaUmKACn0WY7MXjpN71odUq1QOZ7+uvjqraNuLql5v99repd1F0i/GAe67t2i8anFCOiOdrVZy9 9d/gjEN/safiujUEXxUDdJHOvNXGKirdX9+2mr1g+xRZda3p5uhvYhpHgStb4sDxs3QCgVPpvplc3vNH6GJcS/Tjvka2LMd4k+9tkl2w9KBlHQ 92E0u0WCZoQ7d37SFqrB8RpEHCeDmValBhbYDZDAMz0f3vp7oh8atW27FaN9m7Xht52G5kVAD2zxAMYttQvC9Xq2u7yXlvuHk476m/1xBqMXEgX 5Nawqzt8nKFINo4iD7mOK+GaEA1xbrVObxOeADq6evdHBCSEx3Vk3PR109lGk7E0GC/96ib8rkl4X9Szk6iR7R6QXh5bMTPA/k8mwXJNI9mRZ+ jM5CRmU5UGvtDqltTkh4blAh9oU4vOPrP7tmmZ8uUJCBPMYdXhpWdWQkDEJsakLF7CNoN/C31ox3VHg13Ca3rW8air1x66F1jzaQMNcCyLfWohu 5qNXGDGoR8khlun9AS8DuxmmSQdXXfcHjb7mq0DnudVTQpt6huSJrScmDdNIEnod1ap23vF2oVYEba2zZMOZ6viBIObS4xlYl+lWlbHILYbZvY 1QMWrhXlXbseIHj+TIsSo8RX6FCOkRJAYQwETsX2olkWfKYx4i7mW7Ndd7txtWxYv6IEo0EPwvzsqvulhUDuzOqx6YHt9SjtXbG6NvPbBDtnlm2 ahB6Lr4p8B7/yr/8XFwXjvqz3v51sDf8f+U+BccT5xrjtbjud84fjOI+exc+BETu386vzm/L7xy8YfG39u/GVFL19q7nzk9D4bf/8Doo5xQA== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S2nufQ+MdTP1OxDrMbGMxHoRSwU=">AAAN B3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpHDBBTdDtysSlKTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FHq88s9lsLb8Ar8EtSFwhbnmMvg3fzNi7drIFsVJ2xzNnzu 93vuOE04xLNRq9unT5jTffevudK++6Vzfee/+DzWsfPpXFrIzYQVRkRfk8pJJlXLADxVXGnk9LRvMwY8/Ck2/1+bNTVkpeiCdqMWVHOZ0InvCIK mwdb34cKHamZFKJQky1nFRMRKw+3hyM9kbmQy4uvGYx8Dcd83l8fO3qqyAuolnOhIoyKuWhN5qqo4qWikcZq91gJtmURid0wg6xFDRn8qgyEdR kiJ2YJEWJP6GI2e3eqGgu5SIPIZlTlcrzZ3pz3dnhTCVfHlVcTGc6LmsomWVEFUSng8S8ZJHKFljQqOTwlUQpLWmkkIyeFetpbyvMa9cNHjLEW7 IfYPsnpJCqoqwCORF1pb8gINg8KvKcirgKHkx5XVVBmFcBVjUcIg+5nGZ0QbBBuCAPiix218bnBjk9YRQ1VvDODfAbSHrKfH1KowiZD1bLrt3P A574kotJxg73j6qhS0ggmQqLs1GQ4ru6UXVuXh/t3x5XA6+uXzy6UXeEx68VDk5YKVDv3iWexDwPUjW6h68xGewHLJOMDMZBwnFeu8MnKSMhLcm cZxkJGcmLU8BA1wYHJZ+kioQLQklKs4QUCYHdKPK1LbpD5imPUsIl0JLr8sZG1ubqTj/6kmXm1qF3ZF0deAF8Y2fTsqMSDn2faNMl+0zCqpzpj gAqpgqwzLJijgwa1+Dzjl4IIgoi2ATNdMqIVkJyVNIKt5Jfu0MqCI1jrluOZqSqiS6khIGSQYoqI9o1h6hShE+YKGb4ASxUqiNFp58Lbc5jBiM mMp8nAt2sAfwCINNHPs50KasRwHZuC7VCyAcoCWIF2gBdLLNJgT5Ic9ONFjNEt16RyTWmtbLDMWwvAWZUL8988zgYG2vrtsfaibVq/SVUQzaB6r KYTfVTzJIO/gYDbzAYQ274naBgPZRDKl0nwMVKwG2Cj2mXTqec65xe7fPCFkbozHRTsEPQl6ZaCS+lWnEFSgTmpDHZkgxVZ6j/dmOXJ4P9cWse WBMz8OFMBkaDrzUQ3RDDhwx6cvC40c8VzTQZFaUmKACn0WY7MXjpN71odUq1QOZ7+uvjqraNuLql5v99repd1F0i/GAe67t2i8anFCOiOdrVZy9 9d/gjEN/safiujUEXxUDdJHOvNXGKirdX9+2mr1g+xRZda3p5uhvYhpHgStb4sDxs3QCgVPpvplc3vNH6GJcS/Tjvka2LMd4k+9tkl2w9KBlHQ 92E0u0WCZoQ7d37SFqrB8RpEHCeDmValBhbYDZDAMz0f3vp7oh8atW27FaN9m7Xht52G5kVAD2zxAMYttQvC9Xq2u7yXlvuHk476m/1xBqMXEgX 5Nawqzt8nKFINo4iD7mOK+GaEA1xbrVObxOeADq6evdHBCSEx3Vk3PR109lGk7E0GC/96ib8rkl4X9Szk6iR7R6QXh5bMTPA/k8mwXJNI9mRZ+ jM5CRmU5UGvtDqltTkh4blAh9oU4vOPrP7tmmZ8uUJCBPMYdXhpWdWQkDEJsakLF7CNoN/C31ox3VHg13Ca3rW8air1x66F1jzaQMNcCyLfWohu 5qNXGDGoR8khlun9AS8DuxmmSQdXXfcHjb7mq0DnudVTQpt6huSJrScmDdNIEnod1ap23vF2oVYEba2zZMOZ6viBIObS4xlYl+lWlbHILYbZvY 1QMWrhXlXbseIHj+TIsSo8RX6FCOkRJAYQwETsX2olkWfKYx4i7mW7Ndd7txtWxYv6IEo0EPwvzsqvulhUDuzOqx6YHt9SjtXbG6NvPbBDtnlm2 ahB6Lr4p8B7/yr/8XFwXjvqz3v51sDf8f+U+BccT5xrjtbjud84fjOI+exc+BETu386vzm/L7xy8YfG39u/GVFL19q7nzk9D4bf/8Doo5xQA== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VUvJ9J/w7ItENrwtKIUVViAcRI4=">AAAN B3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDtHDBBTdDtytSlKTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vDuKPbPyzCbZWn4BXoNbkLhC3PIYfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN /vfMeJZzlXejR6deHiG2++9fY7l971L2+89/4HV65++FTJeZmwvUTmsnweU8VyLtie5jpnz2clo0Wcs2fx0bfm/NkxKxWX4olezNhBQSeCZzyhG luHVz6ONDvVKquEFDMjpzQTCasPrwxGOyP7IecXQbMYeM3n8eHVy6+iVCbzggmd5FSp/WA00wcVLTVPclb70VyxGU2O6ITtYylowdRBZSOoyRA 7KclkiT+hid3t3qhoodSiiCFZUD1VZ8/M5rqz/bnOvjyouJjNTVzOUDbPiZbEpIOkvGSJzhdY0KTk8JUkU1rSRCMZPSvO095WXNS+Hz1kiLdkP8 D2T0gh1bKsIjURdWW+ICDYSSKLgoq0ih7MeF1VUVxUEVY1HCIPuZrldEGwQbggD2Se+mvj86OCHjGKGmt450f4jRQ9ZqE5pUmCzEerZdfu5xHP QsXFJGf7uwfV0CckUkzH8nQUTfFdXa86N6+Ndm+Pq0FQ1y8eXa87wuPXCkdHrBSod+8Sz1JeRFM9uoevMRnsRixXjAzGUcZxXvvDJ1NGYlqSE57 nJGakkMeAgakNDko+mWoSLwglU5pnRGYEdpMkNLboFjmZ8mRKuAJaClPe1Mq6XN3pR1+y3N7aDw6cq4Mggm/sdFZ2VMKh7zNjumSfKVhVc9MRQ MVMA5Z5Lk+QQesafN4yC0GEJIJN0EzHjBglpEAlnXAr+bU/pILQNOWm5WhOqpqYQioYKBmkqLaiXXOIaorwCRNyjh/AQk9NpOj0M6Gd8JTBiI0 s5JlANxsAvwDIzFGIM1PKagSwndlCrRDyHkqCWIE2QBfLfCLRB9PCdqPDDDGtJ3O1xrRRtj+G7SXArOrlWWgfB2Nrbd322DixVm24hGrMJlBdyv nMPKUs6+BvMAgGgzHkht8JCtZDOZQ2dQJcnATcJvjYdul0ypnO6dW+kK4wwmSmm4Itgr601cp4qfSKK1AiMCdNyaZiqDpD/W80dnk22B235oE1 MQcfzlVkNYRGAzENMXzIoKcAj1v9XNPckJEsDUEBOI0214nRy7DpRadT6QUy39NfH1a1a8TVLX3y39eq3kXTJSKMTlJz123R9JhiRDRH2+bsZeg PfwTimz0D37UxmKJYqNtk7rQmjlHx9uqu2ww1K2bYomtNL0+3I9cwClzJGh+Wh60bAJSe/pvp1Y1gtD7GpUQ/zntk83yMN8nuDbJNNh+UjKOhb kLpjRYJhhDd3ftIWqsHxGkRcJYO1VSWGFtgNksAzPZ/e+nuiHzq1LbsVo12bteW3rYbmRUAA7vEAxi2NC8L1era9vJeW+4eTjvqb/XEGoycSxfk 1rCrP3yco0guDlnE3MSVcUOIljg3W6dvEJ4BOqZ690cEJITHdWTc9HXT2VaTtTQYL/3qJvyuTXhfNHCTqJHtHpBeHlsxO8D+TybBck0juZFn6c zmJGUzPY1CYdQtqSmMLctFIdCmF5195vZd0zIdqiMQJpjDqcNLz7yEgEhtjFkpX8I2g38Lc+jGdUeDW8JretrxqKvXHfrnWPNpAw1wLEtD6iC7m o1cYMahHxSGW6f0BLwO7Oa5Ih1dd/weNvuanQNBEFRNCl3qG5ImtJzYN00gSZh3VmXae8XaUqwI29jmWYeztTzC4OYKY5m4V6mW1TGI3YadfQ1 Q8Wph35XbMWLGz0TGGDWhRp9ihJQIEmMoYiJ1D9Wy6HONEe8w15L9usudu23L4gU9EhI9BP+7o+KbHgaNM6vDqge216e0c8Xl1sobH9yQXb5pSj MQfR//DARnX/3PL/bGO1/tBD/fGoRbzX8Fl7xPvGvephd4X3ih98h77O15iVd7v3q/eb9v/LLxx8afG3850YsXmjsfeb3Pxt//AMNycPA=</la texit>
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Limiting cases When ‘interference’ can be neglected, a
classical particle model applies; corre-
spondingly, the synthetic model approxi-
mates to a statistical classical model (pc =
pa + pb).
If the particles are isolated from one
another as viewed in the persistence
model (either α12 or α21 can be neglected),
the system is well-described by the per-
sistence model alone; correspondingly, in
the synthetic model, |α| reduces to |α12|
or |α21|.
TABLE I: Parallel between the complementarity interpretations of (i) amplitude sum rule (exemplified by double slit) and
(ii) symmetrization procedure (for two identical ‘particles’). Case (i): Given detections at a source and screen, the ‘particle’
model posits that a particle-like object traversed either one slit or the other. The ‘wave’ model eschews such an assumption,
treating the electron as a delocalized object (‘wave’). These apparently contradictory models can nevertheless be synthesized
by positing a functional relationship, c = F (a, b), between the transitions amplitudes in these models. As shown in [9], the
unknown function can be obtained within a broader derivation of Feynman’s rules, yielding c = a + b (Feynman’s amplitude
sum rule). In the limiting case where ‘interference’ can be neglected, a statistical classical model (pc = pa + pb) is recovered.
Case (ii): The persistence model assumes that detections are underpinned by persistent entities, an assumption eschewed
by the nonpersistence model. Model synthesis is enabled by the assumption that the relation α = H(α12, α21) holds between
the amplitudes in these models. Within the Feynman framework, H can be solved [25] to yield the Feynman form of the
symmetrization procedure α = α12 ± α21, where the sign corresponds to fermionic or bosonic behaviour. The situation is
well-described by the persistence model if isolation obtains (so that the magnitude of either α12 or α21 is negligible); in this
limit, the synthetic model predictions reduce to that of the persistence model.
persistence models, and the manner of their synthesis,
satisfy the key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of com-
plementarity. On this basis, we have proposed that the
quantal behaviour of identical particles reflects a com-
plementarity of persistence and nonpersistence, analo-
gous to the way in which the behavior of an individ-
ual electron is rendered intelligible through Bohr’s wave–
particle complementarity. Finally, we have constructed
a precise parallel between these two complementarities,
which brings their conceptual similarities and dissimilar-
ities into sharper focus.
We conclude with a few brief remarks.
1. Relationship between the two complementarities.
The parallel between the persistence–nonpersistence and
wave–particle complementarities raises the question of
whether there is a single broader perspective from which
both complementarities can be seen to emerge, and in-
deed whether other related complementarities exist. We
leave this question open, apart from noting the pres-
ence in each of an essential tension between ‘whole’ and
‘part’. That is, in each complementarity, one model per-
mits analysis into ‘parts’ (either due to the assumption of
persistence or the assumption of continuous localization)
whereas the other describes the situation as an unana-
lyzed whole.
2. Relation between the quantum mechanical and
quantum field theoretic models of identical particle-like
events. According to the thesis put forward here, the
symmetrization procedures used in the description of
identical particle-like events are a bridge between the
quantum mechanical descriptions of two different models
of identical particle-like events. This bridge allows one to
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compute evolving states (or to compute transition ampli-
tudes in the Feynman picture) in the persistence model,
and then to combine these in specific ways (as specified
by the Dirac or Feynman symmetrization procedure) to
yield evolving states (or transition amplitudes) in a non-
persistence model.
As the nonpersistence model regards all the events
recorded at each instant as manifestations of an abstract
system, the number of these events is a state-determined
property (rather than an intrinsic property) of this sys-
tem. Accordingly, a natural generalization of the non-
persistence model considered above would allow a vari-
able number of events to be detected at each instant, and
correspondingly allow state-transformations in which the
number of events can change.
One can regard the quantum field theoretic treatment
of identical particle-like events as such a generalization.
It is commonly assumed that, in the quantum field the-
oretic framework, there are no persistent entities (apart
from the abstract system itself), only ‘excitations’. From
our standpoint, this is correct only as long as the (anti-
) commutation relations amongst the creation and anni-
hilation operators are not considered. As these relations
ensure that the states in this field theoretic model agree
with those of the quantum mechanical model for constant
event (or particle) number, the persistence model (and
the complementarity between persistence and nonpersis-
tence) implicitly enters once the (anti-) commutation re-
lations are imposed. This leaves open the question of
how one interprets superpositions of states with differ-
ing particle numbers from the complementarity point of
view.
3. Connection to everyday experience. We ordinar-
ily assume that the appearances perceived in the present
moment are underpinned by objects that:
(i) Persist in the time between these appearances; and
(ii) Assume forms that coincide with those of these ap-
pearances, not only at the moment of perception
but also during the intervening intervals.
As an extrapolation from what is directly perceived,
these assumptions constitute a ‘theory’ developed very
early in life4, and are written into the foundation of clas-
sical physics. The above complementarities bring this
extrapolation into question, at two distinct levels:
(i) Wave–particle complementarity brings into ques-
tion the assumption that an object takes the same
form between observations as it does during its ap-
pearances.
4 As elucidated by Piaget [35], the concept of object persistence is
learned by infants, and develops through a series of distinct iden-
tifiable stages over the first eighteen or so months of life. Prior
to the development of this concept, infants sometimes behave as
if an object removed from sight no longer exists.
(ii) Persistence–nonpersistence complementarity brings
into question the more basic idea that an object
exists between observations and underpins them.
Nevertheless, the synthesis of complementary mod-
els (wave and particle models; or persistence and non-
persistence models) yields a theory that fits the observa-
tions. Thus, on the one hand, one can regard comple-
mentarity as pointing to the limitations of our ordinary
models of the appearances; but, on the other, as offering
a constructive path to transcend these limitations.
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